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J op tin. Mo., April S3. Municipal
problems of great variety were dis
cussed here today at the annual con
vention of the Missouri
League of
Municipalities. Nearly all of the
principal cities of the state were rep
resented by their mayors or other of
flcials. The principal speakers were
Mayor Lwelellyn Jones of Independ
ence, president of the state league,
and John MacVicar of Des Moines, REFUGEES, ON ARRIVAL IN GALVESTON, TELL TALES OF
president of the National League of
Municipalities.
HORROR

BACK TO PICK DP PERSONS
STRUGGLING

APRIL

vi

AND TEDDY

OF VERA CRUZ

ATROCITIES

RUNNING CLOSE

REBELS

IN FEZ

RACE

MASSACRE OF FRENCH SOLDIERS
AND CITIZENS WAS MOST

TAFT

CLAIM8

WHILE

494

DELEGATES

ROOSEVELT

HAS 441
UNDER INSTRUCTIONS.

INHUMAN.

"I'm sorry to press V, but what was
FESTIVAL AT STRATFORD
it like? Were the screams intermitMANY RANCHMEN ARE SLAIN JEWS
SUFFERED
TERRIBLY MISSOURI THE BATTLEGROUND
London,
April 23. Shakespeare's
tent of spasmodlo?"
h
birthand
hundred,
three
"It was one long, continuous moan."
day anniversary was joyously observ- MARAUDING BANDS KILL CAT- MEN
WERE
WOMEN BOTH RIVAL CANDIDATES FIGHT-INThe witness said the moans and cries
KILLED,
ed at Stratford-on-Avotoday, and, al
continued an hour and that he made
TLEMEN AND DRIVE
OUTRAGED AND BUILDWERE
AWAY
FOR DELEGATES FROM
though the celebrations were scarce
no effort to go to the rescue.
THEIR HERD8
INGS WERE BURNED.
THAT 8TATE.
on so lavish a scale as in some
ly
"You d tit fed near the drawning peowere
,ormer
years,
they
eminently
vh and T.adp no effort to give them
successful. The old world town was
:dd?" asked Senator Smith in surWITH
SANCTION TELEGRAPHERS WERE HEROES TWO CONVENTIONS POSSIBLE
SOLDIERS'
gayly decorated and thronged with
prise.
visitors from many lands.
"Please, sir, don't" pleaded PittTHE MADERO FORCE8 SO
DIS SENT MESSAGES
CALLING FOR THE PARTY 18 BADLY DIVIDED
man.. "I can't bear to recall it. 1
New York, April 23. An addition
23.
When Look- wish we
BEGINS
Washington, April
ITS
SECOND
SEASON.
LIKE
FOREIGNERS
WILL
AID
ON THE PRESIDENTIAL
THEY
WHILE
8TANDING
OFF
might no discuss the scene." al list of 15
out Fleet this afternoon
followed
names of persons who
Missoula, Mont., April 23 With a
"I have no desire to lacerate your
A HOWLING MOB.
NOT PROTECT THEM
SITUATION.
Fourth Officer Pittman on the stand,
perished in the Titanic disaster anl changed circuit and many new faces
feelings," said Senator Smith, "but
he said he was in the crow's nest we must known wherther von drifted nuuBo uuuies nave Deen recoverea in the ranks, the Union Baseball asSt. Louis, April 23. Caucuses pre
was made l,ub,lc '
Galveston, Tex., April 23. Fortt- - -- faiis, April 23. The massacre at
at the time of the collision.
by the Whit, sociation opened the organization's
there without offerine aid.
Answer
Kezn
which
eeven
a
one
all
citizehs
Star
line.
hut
passengers,
This Jot was received in second season today.
"Why was on the bridge Sunday that and 1 shal press you no more."
large number of liminary to the republican state comThis season
4fi'tomorrow and the
Freh
officers,
a
soldiers
wireless
and citizens mittee meeting
who
arrived
has
the
United
night after you took your place in the
the franchise that was of
message from the cable Ogden
"I did, sir," answered the witness.
States,
state convention Thursday begaa
killed and wounded, has
crow's nest?"
held last year by Boise. The other day from Vera Cruz on the steamer
"Did you ever hear .anything of a ship MacKay-Ben- n
nt, whicn alo
given
rise to considerable criticism of the here today, and it is expected they
"Mr Murdock and Mr. Pittman."
that a total of 77 bodie3 had members of the circuit are Great
boar known as the Hellig Olav?" Bud
told of the alleged torture and
Texas,
i.een recovered to date. Of the 15 Falls, Helena. Salt Lake City, Butte
government authorities for not fore will not be concluded until late to-"Was the captain on the bridge?"
denly asked Senator Smith.
assassination of Americans in Mexico
.
The Taft and Roosevelt facseeing it and
"I didn't see him.'' Fleet said he
and Missoula. The season will con- All the
"No
it it iB night.
didn't, there may be a boat names, 12 are those of. pass ioge.-srefugees left their lands, pointed out that preventing
tions are engaged in a fight for conthe
took his watch at 10 o'clock. Sailor of that name," said Pittman.
Officials of the White Star line tinue until September 8.
French
occupied
homes, furniture and everything they xez more than
trol of the state.
a year aeo
Lee was with him in the crow's nest.
The Olav docked at New York April were abIe today to announces today
except enough money for
possessed
17
Fleet Bald the men he relieved told
iu,Ksr romcaire
and is reported to have encoun - tne' had checked off, with the aid of
today ordered Va.The national . administration is-tMURDERER ON TRIAL
pasage and the clothes on their backs.
'
Eugene
him to keep a sharp lookout for tered an Iceberg near where the-- Tl their passenger list, some of the
i.j Dy oecrotary of
Regnault,
tie renoh minisicyiBBoutea
Lincoln, Neb., April 23. The case Among the entire number there were ter, to
merce and Labor Charles Nagel a:
tanic sank. It. has ben suggested tlhat names of the identified dead which of Albert
small Ice.
investigate
the
outbreak.
Cor
Prince, he negro prisoner only four or five trunnks.
the Olav may have been the boat have .been recovtred by the Mackay. who killed
"Did you keep a sharp lookout?"
respondents of Frencn newspapers at Congressman Richard Bartholdt, who
M. H. Ish, one of the refugees, told
Deputy Warden Davis of
Fez indicate that the plot of the reb are due to arrive here tonight Goverwhose lights Fourth Officer Boxhall liennett ship. The list follows:
"Yes, sir."
the Nebraska stlate penitentiary last of the murder of an American citiels included the massacre of the nor Hadley, the leader of the Ros
saw and which he ineffectually tried
"Did you see any ice?"
First class passengers W. D. February, was called In court
today zen named Wait.
whole
of the French mission, headed velt forces, began his caucuses early.
"Yes, at 7 bells, (11:30 p. m.)l to signal with distress rockets.
Donglas, Ramon Artagavaytla, Fred for trial. The defense, according to
"Mr. Walt was a neighbor of mine,"
Mr. Regnault, which recentlv ar. Bach faction is claiming the state
Frederick Fleet, who was the look Sutton, A. H. Holverson,
by
reported a black mass ahead."
(sent by counsel, will seek to prove that Prince said Mr. Ish. "He bad sold several
"How long before the collision did out in the crow's nest of the Titanic wireless as A. J. Holverson.)
had been treated with such persistent head of cattle and hidden the money. rived at the capital to establish the convention at which four delegates- testified that on Sunday night some
and alternates to the nationSecond class
This plain failed, owyou report ice head?"
passengers Louis and extreme cruelty by the prison at- Failing to get it they deliberately be protectorate.
Mme after 10 o'clock he reported a M.
"I've no idea."
Hoffman, John H. Chapman, (sent tendants as to dethrone his reason headed him with their machetes, herd- ing to the impatience of the Arabian al convention will he chosen, and 18
black mass of ice ahead to the officers by wireless as John A.
women to begin the carnage. Those electors and a national committee
"About how long?"
Champman) ; and render him Irresponsible for his ed his cattle together and drove them
on the bridge. How lonij this was be- - W.
women are described by the corres man will be elected.
"I couldn't say."
Corbines, (sent by wireless as W. actions.
off.
There are many Instances just
"What did you do when you saw fore the collision the lookout could Carbines) ; W. H. Harbeck John Gill
of terrifying an. - The 'Tajs leadarg annonuuednat
pondent
HXe this.
owl lwu
'.iie committee (sent by wireless as J. S. Gill) Nlch
the icebergr
peajsance, who passed their time in tne president has 494
delega s in"We lived in a little
settlement
"I sounded three bells and then that tlwre were no lookout glasses In olas Nasser, (sent by w'relesB as N.
about the streets and tortur- structed, Roosevelt 441 and contestrushing
wheee a colony of American families
Ihe Titanic'8 crow's nest after leav E. Coles
ing the wounded and sometimes aid- ed 224. The Roosevelt faction claims
telephoned to the bridge that there
Rasher); Mrs. Mark Mack,
1
had
founded the town of Sanburp. All
If
ing
he
Southampton.
had
had
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
the Moorish rebels in their final 664 votes and gives the administrawas an iceberg head,'" replied Fleet.
ing
R,eginald Hale, (sent by wireless as
departed because we were afraid "to
votes with 1 contested
He got a prompt response to his ring glasses, he said, he could have seen Reg Hale).
mutatlotfand
desecration of the tion 428
remain longer, knowing we would be
the iceberg enough sooner to have esand
nine
uninstructed.
The state
victims.
he said and the report was not deSteerage
passengers Mary Mon- killed or tortured.
caped it. He said
were fur- - irfl Tl nr Mtrn
committee
....&
will
to decide
meeting
try
layed. Shortly after the accident he nished hte looWt glasses
Scenes
of
awful horror occurred in
""""' ,DCUL Dy wireless as Washington, April 23. Senate: In s "I went to Mexico one year ago, put
nQ,w
'
,u MAPV"
the contests. If no agreement is
and Lee were relieved.
the
2
session
m.
Jewish
of
p.
quarters
the city, rer.ched two
Farre"'
all 1 had, $1,650, in land and improveSouthampton, where they were taker
state conventions are
"Was it five minutes or an hour awav.
!James Kelley- - Heni7 Hansen, Maur- Committee investigating
Titanic ments there and today I have only where they murdered, pillaged and
to
uz uanl' sent oy wireless as Maur- - disaster continued its
held.
be
expected
after you saw the iceberg" demandburned
all
the Jews they could find,
hearing with my two hands and the clothes on my
Probe Must Go Deep.
etz Adahl);
ed Senator Smith in exasperation.
m
Third Officer Pittman testifying.
their
bodies
throwing
from
the rora.
back.
Before leaving, we filed our
in the opinion of Senator William P. Tomlin, Josef
"I don't know, sir," said the witHouse: Met at 10:30 a. m.
Draznovlc, (sent by
claims for damages with the Ameri Many young girls were carried off 10 Roosevelt Not Entitled to Full Vote.
'
Alden
and wireless as Yoslpe Drazenoui);
ness obdurately.
Smith, the chairman,
suffer Indescribable outrages. The
Continued consideration of postoi-flc- o can consul in Mexico
Salem, Oregon, April 23 An In
y
City."
of his colleagues, vo much al-- kolm Johnson, (sent
Jewish
formal
was
"I wish you would tell the commitbill.
set
opinion on the republican prion
wireless
as
quarter
appropriation
by
fire and
John T. McGee, a wealthy planter
s
last
tee whether you apprehended danger ready has been learned from the ex-- . Molcolm Johnson; Nelsie Williams
mary
of
was
it
deFriday expressed by Attorentirely
who went to Mexico two years ago,
amlnation of but a few witnesses, (sent by wireless as Leslie
ney General A. W. Crawford, holda
when you sounded these signals.
stroyed,
over
a
thousand
Williams )
rendering
returned to America minus more ithan
The officials have not been able to NO AGREEMENT
that Theodore Roosevelt Is not en"All we have tp do in the nest Is that it is incumbent upon them to get
people homeless.
ON
$20,000 and left behind land and
all
Information
from
possible
we
is
the
there
think
The complete story of the death of titled to the vote of the full Oregon
every verify
ring) the hell and if
following names:
livestock. Mr. McGee tells of alleged
person who can enlighten the com- Mrs. N. McNames.
the telegraphers Is a narrative of delegation to the national convention.
danger we telephone," said Fleet.
It is supposed
cruelties practiced on an American
that
disthe
facts
this is Eileen McNames. a steerage
"Then you did think there was dan- mittee;
already
coolness
and bravery and the newspa- Mr. Crawford is quoted as saying
DIRECT ELECTION woman, a Mrs. 9ha.r, now In the hosclosed point out inadequate marine passenger from
are
pers
ger when you rang the hell "
Queenstown, Ireland
comparing their devotion to that under the Oregon law as he con
pital at Mexico City.
"I though the berg pretty close, but regulation, they are convinced, and There Is no Catavelas Vasillos On
duty with that of the wirelesB oper- strues It, It is not Incuxibent upon
"What has been true of the Shay ators on
It did not seem so large when I first that the whole story, when told, will the White Star's list there appears a SOLONS
the Titanic. Although they ali delegates to support a certain canARE UNABLE TO COME family," said Mr. McGee, "has been
form the basis for new maritime Thomas Catalevas and a
saw It"
but one revolver between didate unless that candidate received
possessed
Peter Vasi-law- s
TO UNDERSTANDING
likewise true of scores of other
ON
and lead to International con-- 1 Hob." It Is not
"How large then?"
them,
to
the mob at bay for a a majority of his party's primary
they
possible
determine
SENATORIAL BILL.
Americans, and by staying there we considerable kept
revising ocean which of these two has been
"About the size of two big tables. ferences entirely
time,
killing 16 of the vote. Where it is a question of a
recovtook our lives in our hands. The
fanatics. At the same time one or plurality only, as was the case last
But It got larger as we went along steamship transportation, they do not ered.
Mexare
23
bandits
A conferWashington, April
everywhere. The
the other of them was" sending dis- Friday, the opinion holds that the
name
and when we struck it it was 50 or dTJb,t
William
fi
has come to the senate not appear but U Is though? does ence report was made to the senate ican government is not able to quiet patches to
60 feet high above the water."
headquarters at Tangier, delegates are bound to vote for the
he u today announcing the failure of (them.
that the autholties of all the great the son of John
BoTh
of
the
telling
Dying struggles of the victims of
plight of the city. Fin- candidate they represented upon the
Sage.
father agreement on the resolution looking "Many Americans believe the Ma
the Titanic disaster were pictured to maritime nations of the world are and son were among the lost. There to a
ally,
the Arabs tore a hole primary ballots.
however,
constitutional
amendment to dero forces so dislike the Americans in
committee watching the mvestlgation closely,
,8 no w. Vear
the senate investigating
the
Into
roof.
which they sent
(u
Calling attention to the fact that in
provide for popular election of sena- that they would rather permit the a
Assistance Was Near.
on any of the lists. This is believed tors.
murderous
today by Third Officer Herbert John
fire and
state each voter is permitted to
this
flaming
It
declared
that
the
to
Whenthan
it.
housi pro- brigandage
try
stop
Pittman of the sunken liner. Chairman
The committee had planned to re- - to be W. J. Ware, a second class pas-cal-l
torches, which set fire to the tele- vote for but one delegate. Attorney
disto
ever
are
take
rurales
from
the
bandits
posed
away
all
near,
congress
Smith, of the committee, pressed Pittto the witness stand today senger.
room. Three of the telegraph- General Crawford said:
supervisory power over senatorial perse but there rarely is a shot fired." graph
man regarding the scenes after the Fourth Officer Boxhall of the Titan- ers fell dead and the fourth turned
There is no Mrs. A. Robins among elections.
"This Is apparently a pure and sim,
Practically every man on hoard the
sinking of the ship.
ic who revealed the startling fact the bookings hut
"To deprive congress of the right Texas had a similar story to tell ol his revolver on himself rather than ple effort to secure proportional repCharity Robins, a
"I heard no cries of distress until late
fall living Into the hands of the
yesterday that an unknown ship third class passenger, appears. She, to say whether a member of either
resentation."
men
Two
experiences in Mexico.
after the ship went down," he said. was sighted five miles from the Tl- - it Is thought
Moors. The shot missed and he was
the
White
by
is
Star,
been
had
body
who
horseback
rode
Cms
Vera
into
corruptly
jlccteu"
were
In light of this fact, he said, it was
from
the cries
"How far away
tanic long before sh.e went to the hot the wife of Alexander Robins, who Senator Clark of
later able to escape from the burning
chair- after abandoning everythii
Wyoming,
his
your life boat?"
opinion that "those who received
torn. This Was the first time anything was booked In the steerage. White
man of the judiciary committee said, owned, tel of meetiag few- armed building.
the party a sufficient number of
"Several hundred feet, probably, had been told of the
from
ship, which fail Star line lists have no record of H. "Is
at the very root of our bandits in a narrow pass.
striking
some of them. I told my men to get
'
votes
to elect them as delegates and
ed to catch the distress signals and Greenberg. fas sent ty wireless) hut
we are here,". said
legislative department It is my opin"Th
reason
the oars out and pulled toward the steamed
were
only
who
representatives on the ticaway, leaving the Titanic to the hame of Samuel Greenberg is on ion
that the house amendment would one of the hei, li-:IRECKED
TRAIN
wreck, that we might he able to save
SETS ket of either Taft or La Pollette, are.
her fate.
the list of second class passengers.
preclude congress from making an in,ckr-noufl- r
On
a few;. more. The people in my boat
In the proportional
represehtattoa
When the investigation was resum
'
Th following names of Identified
J
into the' election of sen Every
demurred. They said it would be a
wher ,bu go, except rieht in
to vote for
vestigation
bound
in
duty
theory,
was
FIRE TO THE STATION
ed it
announced that J. H. Box- dead (as received by wireless) are ators.
It would leave It entirely 1n the larges jles you will see desert
bad Idea."
deciaxs?
whom
candidates
they
those
fourth officer of the Titanic, not on the passenger lists of the
the hands of the states."
"Did any one in your boat urge or hall, 111
ed farms!
sees burned, livestock
ballot
on
the
they
to
the, people
was
and could not be heard fur- steamship company
Senator Clark Is one of the senate stolen an ;0a many instances, the
appeal to you to go back toward the
in the national conwould
represent
IS
WILLIS,
KAN.,
H.
J.
THREATENED
time.
this
at
ther
W. Marriott, George Rosenshire, H. conferees. The
Pittman, third
wreck?"
report of the failure decaying and headless bodies of their
4
vention."
WITH A SERIOUS CON.
officer of the ship, was called to the W. Ashe, Nibllschdld, R. Batt A,
"No, no one."
of agreement, after 16 conferences owners are left lying about.
FLAGRATION
v
Hayter, Jerry Morrose and Steward between the representatives of the
"Did any woman urge you to go stand.
"The bandits are in such large numPolitics Hot In Ca'ifornfa'..
Third Officer Pittman told in detail No. 76.
back?"
two houses, is In accord with a notice bers and so scattered over the inteV
Willis.
23.
Francisco April
San
Kan.,
northApril
his experiences of 17 years on the All doubt that the name of N. B. Senator Clark
"No."
recently gave that he rior that to resist them is useless bonud Missouri Pacific freiuht train politics in California are near, the
to
seas.
witReplying
questions, the
Coles Rasher as received by wira-- would
"Who demurred, the men with ths
report disagreement. The mat- We Americans had to give up every Jumped the track and ersahed into boiling point. With the arrival of
ness said boat drills were held at ess by the White Star line Is that cf
oars?"
ter now will be brought up on the thing to them when they came to tha the depot here today. Kwwr
McCor-an- d
Gayado Senator LaFollette, Medill
and at tjueenstown. Colonel John Jacob Ator was dis
"Oh, no, they obeyed my ordera Southampton
no matter how well armfloors of the two houses.
settlements,
sup-wh- o
Frank
Roosevelt
a
Lopes, railroad employes, mlck of Chicago,
and all the passengers said it was t The Titanic's drill at Southampton, pelled when the wife of Nicholas
ed we might be."
Back to Conference
were
on
former
congress
the
were
Cole,
depot platform,
porter; Ralph
mad idea to go back, that we shouh he said, consisted of lowering and Nasser told the officials that N. B.
The senate decided, 42 to 3fi today
Sanburn, the place where the refu- Duriea unaer tne wreckage. Gayadc man from Ohio, who is devoted to;
Coles Rasher must he her hnsbaim to Insist on its federal control amendadd another 40 to the list of lifting two boats.
gees say some of the alleged atrocities was taken out dead. Lopez's injuria the interests of President Taft, and"
"Anything else done?''
we took the oarl
drowned. Then
The steamship company officials also ment to rtfhe house resolution looking occurred. Is In the state
of Vera Cruz, are fatal.
with Governor Hiram Johnson, a
as to satisfy say the name Nasser Is on their lists. to the election of
"No, sir; the drill
and lay quiet." When Pittman yieldUnited States sen- - 13 miles northwest of Santa Lucre-cla- .
The depot caught fire and the loco Roosevelt devotee, on the ground, inBritlBh
of
board
lowtrade.
We
the
ed to the importunities of the passenI ne Mackay-Bennecable ship will ators by direct vote of the people,
It Is on the Vera Cruz and Isth- motive and eight cars were burned dications are that things political will
gers, he did not turn back to see, but ered the boats, sailed around the har- remain near the scene of the disss- - The effect will be to send the measure mus railway across the Isthmus of
The fire threatened
destroy th be seething this week. Direct pri-- R
to
then
returned
me
and
ship."
ter. it has recovered 100 bodies. TJp to conference again. Senator Borah
merely milled in his oars and drifted. bor
Is listed as a railway entire town and the schools woer
and
maries will be held In CallfornU
The witness said It was customary to the present time 77 have been tak- - iof Idaho was the
"Describe the screams."
only republican sen- - and telegraph station.
misseti. Tne w
k j
"Don't sir, please. I'd rather not
icy
atcr voting wKh the
democrats
brigades and a
talk about It"
(Contlnued on Page Five)
a'ainnt 'he moti.n.
(Coatalnued on Page Four)
on
(Continued
fighting the fire.
Page Four).
(Continued on Page Four)
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THE TRYST
From out the desolation of the North
An iceberg took Its way,
Prom it detaining comrades breaking
And traveling night and day.

RAILROAD MEN'S ORGANIZATION
WILL MAINTAIN COMMITTEE IN SANTA PC,

For tbe first time in a New Mexico
legislature the railroad employes,
members of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, will maintain a legislative committee in Santa Fe in an
effort to secure laws advocated by
the order. A caucus of the committee met in executive session Satuiday
In Santa Pe for the purpose of arranging to keep one of the officers
in the Capital City during the session
of the legislature.
J. R. Sklimo.e,
a member of the house an1 vice presi
dent of the grievance commuted of
the A. T. ft 8. P., with headquarters
in Raton, is quoted as bavin said in
a discussion of the plana if the train
men:
"There is nothing to conceal about
the matter. We want it distinctly understood that we are not hct ttle to
railroads employing us. We want no
reactionary legislation; we are aim-pl- y
going to ask for laws In fi.rce in
most of the states in! commonly
acknowledged to be good laws for
employes and employers alike. We
want the 16 honr law; we want a law
k
also that will permit us to put
and perishable freight over the
line, without being forced to tie it
up at out of tbe way points to comply with the hours of service act. We,
of course, want the employer's liabilof similar
ity act and a number
measures.
"We have never kept a committee
here during the territorial legislatures but we sent "one to the consti
tutional convention and we intend
to keep one here during the legisla
ture from now on. All we will ask is
fair treatment for the rallroeder and
nothing more.
POur object here is just the same
as the object of the brotherhood on
the road. We want to promote the
general welfare and advance the in
terests of tbe railroaders, social,
moral and intellectual and to protect
their lives and their families by se- good and whoIefct)M$'iaws gcv-ern-J
g so hazardous a.i occupation.
We have no dispute witn the railroads."
For many years, railroad attorneys
have been frequent visitors to the
state capital during legislative sessions but this is the first time that
the trainmen have made any organ-lie- d
effort to promote the enactment
of legislation. The outcome will be
interesting, as tbe railroaders have
set about their work In a systematic
way, begun the preparation of their
bills and probably will hold public
hearings on some of the measures
before they are Introduced.
The railroaders say this committee
is not what Is commonly known as a
lobby but is an organization provided
for under their brotherhood rules,
and that it has operated successfully
in nearly all of the states.
live-stor-

'!?

TRINIDAD PHYSICIAN
ACCUSED
DR.

OF CRIMF

RAIZON IS CHARGED WITH
CAUSING DEATH OF A
YOUNG WOMAN.

Colo.,
April 23. Dr.
Trinidad,
James Raizon, one of the best known
physicians of the city, is threatened
with prosecution on a charge of murder, preferred against him by members of the family of the late Mrs.
Kathleen Talty Grogan who died in
this city on April 1. It is alleged tha
Dr. Raizon performed a criminal op
Mion on Mrs. Grogan which resulted in her death. A complaint was
filed with the district attorney today
by Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Vlbbard, sister
of the deceased.
and brother-in-la"Tito criminal operation waa pel
formed, it is said, with the consent
of tbe deceased and her husband, .1.
When the bride of six
B. Grogan.

The Economical Cooking Fat

There is both economy and solid
faction in cooking with Cottolene.

it more
butter or lard

satis-

Not

economical than either
rd
less being required but it can be used in fine cakes
and pastry with every bit as good results as butter, and for frying it excels
only is

one-thi-

Unlike lard, Cottolene makes food
It
wholesome, nourishing, digestible.
is made from Cottonseed Oil, the use
of which Dr. Wiley so Strongly has
Cottolene shortens your food

length-

ens your life, and saves you money at

ty, court fees, $176.05; W. D. New
comb, deputy county clerk of Sierra
county, court fees, 55.46; W. D. Ne
comb, deputy county clerk of VaJen
cla county, court fees, $153.85.
Eleven Recruits for Pentlentlary
Sheriff Lucero of Dona Ana county
lodged the following 11 prisoners in
one
Aruro, Jesus and Martin Hart-la- .
year each for larceny. Three three
are brothers. Leonardo Mlnjaree.
Gamboa, one year each for
burglary; Luz Robles, one year to IS
months for burglary; Juan Gil. two
to three years for larceny of a horse
Manuel Carrion, one to two years tor
larceny of neat cattle; Francisco Gal- legos, two years, for burglary ; Manut I
"VUlanueva, two to three years for as
sault with intent to kill; Agustln
one year for assault with intent

OPERATIONS

R

LAW
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DOCTORS ADVISE

TRAIN MEN WANT
SIXTEEN-HOU-
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Saved by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

forth

-

Swarthmore, Penn. " For fifteen
for
years I suffered untold agony, and

At whose command? Who hade it sail the deep
With that resistless force?
Who made the dread appointment it muat keep?

Z1 two
years I had hem
orrhage:, and tbe

Who traced its awful course?

doctors told me I
would have to undergo an operation,

To the warm aire that atir In the sweet south
A good ship spread her sails;

but

I

began taking

Lydia E. Pinkham's

Stately she passed beyond the harbor's mouth.
Chased by the favoring galea.

Vegetable
am all

And on her ample decks a happy crowd
Bade the fair bind good-by- ;

Chantre

in to
I

kill.
Seven

Lakes

Company
over the The Seven Lakes Drilling
and Main;f Life and tenance company of Gallup, MjcKin
Compound

cannot praise your Vegetable
county, has filed papers of incortoo highly. Every woman should take it at ley
with the state Corporation
old
both
to
poration
that time. I recommend it
The company
and young for female troubles." Mrs. ration commission.
Emily Summebsgill, Swarthmore, Pa was formed, the articles declare, to
an oil and water development
Baltimore, Md. " My troubles began conduct
with the loss of a child, and I had hem- business. The capital is given at
divided into 50,000 shares valued
orrhages for four months. The doctorsI
said an operation was necessary, but
at $1 each at par. Twenty-fiv- e
thoudreaded it and decided to try Lydia E. sand dollars has
actually been sub
The
Compound.
Pinkham's Vegetable
scribed by the following: C. Herbert
medicine has made me a well woman and
Diamond, Gallup, 250 shares; E. C.
I feel strong and do my own work.
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1260 Sargeant St, Meyer, Los Angeles, 500 shares; M. L.
Cumminga, Los Arigeles, 250 shares;
Baltimore, Md.
Since we guarantee that all testimo- J. W. Wray, Los Angeles, 500 shares.
nials which we publish are genuine, is it The company was incorporated by
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pink- C. Herbert Diamond, E. C Meyer and
ham's Vegetable Compound has the vir- M. L. Cummings.
tue to help these women it will help any
Milling Company Incorporates
other woman who is suffering in a like

Clear shone tbe dan with not a single cloud
In all the peaceful sky.
Brave men, sweet women, little children bright,
For all these she made room,
And with her freight of beauty and delight
She went to meet her doom.

-

$50,-00-

Storms buffeted the iceberg; spray waa swept
Across its loudest height;
Guided
alike by storm and calm, It kept
Its fatal path aright.
Then warmer waves gnawed at its crumbling base,
As If in piteous plea:
The ardent sun sent slow tears down its face
Soft flowing to the sea.

The Deming Milling and Construe
tion company of Deming, Luna county, filed articles of incorporation with
the state corporation
commission.
The company will conduct a general
contracting and construction business
under the charge of I. W. Sallee, statutory agent. The capital of the concern is given at $25,000 divided into
250 shares with a par value of $100
OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
each. The company will begin busi
THE STATE CAPITAL.
ness with a paid up capital of $3,700
The names of the incorporators,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 23. J. W. their postofflce addresses and the
of the amount of stock subscribed by each
Kirkpatrick, superintendent
New Mexico reform school, has re folows:
J. A. Turney, Deming, 10
shares; J. W. Sallee,
signed and has left with Mrs.
Deming, IE
and two sons, for his former shares; F. Moran, Deming 2 shares'
home at Hutchinson, Kansas.
J. C. Hosack, Deming, 5 shares; M. C
Paroled by Governor
Rodolf, Deming 5 shares
The following prisoners were patt'
a ceruiicaie or
was
ed by Governor McDonald on April filed.
20:
William Sajbterwhite, 1 year to
20 months, Chaves county; Valentin IF YOU ARE A TRIFLE SENSITIVE
Gutierrez, one to two years, Grant About the size of your shoes, many
county.
people can wear shoes one size smallCommencement AddoSss at School of er by shaking into them Alleirji Foot
Mines
Wdor for the
Ease, the antiseptic
J. Wight Giddingsv former lieuten- feet. It makes
or New
tlghtfitting
ant governor of Michigan and well Shoes feel
and gives rest and
easy,
and
known New Mexico journalist
comfort to hot, tired, swollen aching
orator, will deliver the commencement feet.
Try it today. Sold everyaddress at ithe School of Mines, Sowhere, 25c. Don't accept any
16.
corro, on

manner?
If you want special advice write to
l)
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held In strict confidence

Dawn kissed K with her tender rosetlnte, Eve
Bathed it in violet,
j

The wistful color o'er it seemed to grieve
With a divine

(conE-dentia-

Whether day clad its clefts in rainbows dim
And shadowy as a dream.
Or night through lonely spaces saw it .swim
White In the moonlight's gleam;
Ever death rode upon its solemn heights.
Ever his march he kept;) ' J
Cold as its heart through changing days and nights
Its changeless purpose slept

afar a smiling coast, it passed,
Straightaway the air grew chill;
Dwellers thereon perceived a bitter blast,
A vague report of 111.

And where

SHIRTS
Our men customers will be
pleased to learn we have secured the popular Wilson
Bros. Shirts. This is one of
best known and and most
desirable line of men's goods
In
on the market

Sal-dd-

Com-

pound and am
good health now.

WILSON BROS.

Kirk-partic-

k

STYLE, FIT and QUALITY
they are unsurpassed, ighile the colors are absolute fast. They
come in a good variety of materials and very desirable patterns.
Our assortment includes plain or pleated bossoms, some without collars, others with soft fold over collar either attached or
detached.
Our prices are the lowest ever quoted in Las Vegas on this
line of goods and will be maintained as quoted. For example

The line which has always been sold in this
$1.00
vicinity at $1.35 we will sell at
Those which have been known as the $1.75
StmBO
and $2.00 qualities, we will sell at
The

so-call-

ed

$3. o grade, we price

at $2,00

Beautiful Silk Shirts in a variety of patterns
all desirable colors, soft, fold over collars attached
or detached at
$2.50 nd $3 OO

Lna Vops'Loadin Store

S.(xsmum&i6 Son
Established

South Side Plfld

1868

y

Like some

imperial creature, moving slow,
Meanwhile, with matchless grace.
The stately ship, uneona ioua of her foe.
e trystlni; place.
Drew near
j
For still the prosperous bnezes followed her,
And half tbe voyage was o'er;
In many a breast glad thoughts' began to stir
Of lands that lay before
And human breasts with longing love were dumb.
That soon should cease lo beat,
Thrilled with the hope of meetings soon to come.
And lost in memories sweet.

May

Meningitis Scare Unfounded
Mounted Joliceman J. A. Street,
and Dr. H. D. NlcholB made a trip
from Tucumcari to Mosquero, Union
county, to investgate a scare they had
there said to be meninigtis. They
found that three persons had died, but
Irom other causes and that the scare
was without foundation.
Santa Fe Electric Laundry
ine santa fie electric laundry, a
corporation located in this city, has
filed an amendment to its charttr
with the- state corporation commis
sion raising its total capitalization to
$10,000.
The amendment ,s certified
to by Fred Fornoff, president and
C. W. Fairfield, secretary.
Treasurer's Receipts
The following sums of money were
received in the office of State Treas
urer O. N. Marron: W. D. Newcomb
reputy county clerk of Socorro conn

Was not the weltering waste of water wide
Enough for both to sail?
Must draw the two together o'er the tide,
Fair ship and Iceberg pale?
There came a night with neither moon nor star,
Clouds dr:ij)ed the sky in black;
With fluttering canvaa reefed at every spar,
And weird fire in her track,
The ship swept on; a wild wind gathering fast
Drove her at utmost speed.
Bravely she bent before the fitful blast
That shook her like a reed.
helmsman, turn thy wheel! Will not surmise
Cleave through the midnight drear?
No warning of the horrible surprise
Reach thine unconscious ear?
She rushed upon her ruin. Not a flash
Broke up the waiting dark;
Dully through wind and sea one awful crash
Sounded, with none to mark.

weeks died there was no suspicion
that the woman had died from an operation but a few days ago the sister of the deceased learned the facts
and started
criminal proceedings.
The charge brings Dr. Raizon under
the state law which is strict in providing for the punishment of physicians or any one who will perform
such operations whether death re
sults or not.
The filing of the complaint against
Dr. Raizon has caused a sensation. It
Is alleged that as a result of the operation blood poison set In which
caused the death of the woman. The
husband, J. B. Grogan,
a blacksmith, la mentioned as having had
guljty knowledge of the operation
and to have permitted ft.
The death of Mrs. Orogan on April
1, came as a sad shock to her many
friends. She was married to J. B.

COLLEGE WRITERS IN SESSION
Columbia, S. C, April 23. The University of South Carolina Is entertain-

for three

the first

days
general
IRISH TO PA38 ON HOME RULE. ing
meeting of the Southern College
Dublin, April 23. Between
three Press association, which was
organizand four thousand delegates, repre- ed
recently to promote college joursenting all creeds and all classes in nalism in southern
Institutions of
Ireland, assembled In convention in learning. The lnsitutlons
represened
the Mansion house In this city today at the
include the Univer-

meeting
to exchange opinions and register the sity of
Virginia, University of Georgia
popular verdict in regards to the University of North Carolina, William

and Mary College, University of North
Carolina, Clemson College and Virgi-n- i
Polytecnio Institute.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
HROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cu-e- .
E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on eacu box. 25c.
SOUTHERN
GROCERS MEET
Montgomery, Ala., April 23. More
than 500 members of the Southern
Wholesale Grocers' asoc'ation were on
hand today when President J. H.ic-Lauxe- n
called to order the annual
Convention of ftihA
TVia
convention will spend three days in
the discussion of a wide variety
subjects relating to the southel
wholesale trade and its developmei

-

O

Scarcely her crew had time to clutch despair,
So swift the work was done;
Ere their pale lips could frame a speechless prayer,
Tfiey perished, every one!
From "Poems" by Celia Thaxter,

home rule bill now before the British parliament
The convention met
in response to a call issued by John
Redmond. It Is gerally expected
that the measure will bo indorsed as
worthy of acceptance by the country,
though changes in some of the minor
details may be recommended.

Young
fVffnnr..
1874.

urogan on February 18 by Father
William Lonergan of the Cathojic
church. Tt Is charged that the operation was performed by Dr. Raizon
on March 16, the woman dying as a
result on April 1. On April S the
funeral took place from the Catholic
church and interment was In the
Catholic cemetery.
The sister of the deceased who
brings the sensational charges, declares she will press the ease against
the physician and bring him to trial
before a Jury In the district court on
a charge of murder.
On a warrant Issued by Justice of
the Peace A. L. Stone, Dr. Raizon
was taken into custody this afternoon
by Constable Harry Lewie. He was
arraigned and entered a plea of not
guilty and was placed under $10,000
bond to appear for preliminary bear
ing on May 2.

ADVERTISED GOODS
II

4

No young woman, m the Joy
of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
sne oestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's sys
tem for the coming event, and its use
manes ner comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, Involved,
and keeping the breasts in stood con
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
aaby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thua
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
riven a young expectant mother than
that she use Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has Droven its valun
m tnousanus of
cases.
Mother's
EH'S
friend is sold at

stores.
drug
Write for

MftTH

free

book for expect

RIEND

ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many sug
gestions of a helpful nature.
MAD FIELD

REGULATOR

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

CO., AtlwU. Ce,

Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at atake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Aiwaya Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

aceru-viaHr-

VA

AMERICA KEEPING
UP WITH THE
WORLD
THIS NATION ABREAST OF THE
FOREM08T IN MANUFACTURING

EFFICIENCY.

Industrial
York,. April
and commercial New York is taking
particular interest in what seems to
be a case of "lese majesty" aa the result of the testimony of a former subject to the kaiser to the effect that
European business methods, particularly those of Germany, which have
long been held up by "industrial efficient engineers'' as models for this
country to copy are after all in many
respects far behind those In use here.
That the greater efficiency in the
methods of production and manufacture followed by foreign nations is
is the cheering
largely imaginary
conclusion reached by Hans Menrle!-son- ,
a native of the land of the kai-iebut now an American citizen, who
has just completed an elaborate comparison of the mehtods employed In
the two countries. "Neither German
farming nor German mannfactiirlng
is by any means the model of efficiency so many people think," says Hevr
"The low wages are unMendelson.
a temptation for a
questionably
human labor. Many
of
waste
great
of the factories are antiquated. The
technical supervision of the details
of the factory processes is not so
careful as here. Take the beet sugar
comIndustry for example, since it is
mon to both countries and involves
both agriculture and manufacturing
It is true that Germans can produce
sugar more cheaply than the United
States, and that the removal of the
tariff duty probably would result in
the wiping out of the industry on this
side of the Atlantic. But this difference is due, partly to the lower prices
paid for the raw material, and partly
to the abundance of hand labor and
the low wages paid for It In Europe,
and not to the superiority of German
machinery and manufacturing meth1
ods, as is often claimed. In fact
found the American factories more
mafully equipped with up to dafe
in
those
Germany. In
chinery than
the west expensive automatic unloading! devices are in use at all of
the factories. Such machinery Is unknown in Germany. The technical
supervision and detailed
m the United
Ing systems followed
States are not to be found in Europe.
Americans have been lectured so
much about their inferior methods by
efficiency engineers that
are
prone to believe that they
they
comhave fallen behind their foreign
obserbut
my
some
way,
petitors in
vation is that their manufacturing
methods in many respects really are,
abroad."
superior to those followed
New

23.

r

cost-accou-

Fire Causes Great Laes
That more than anything else New
York, to become a modern reproduction of ancient Rome, needs an up to
date Nero to fiddle at Its burning Is
indicated by the report of the fire
12
losses In this city during the past
extent
months. To what an alarming
property is being wiped out here by
reconflagration is Indicated by the
losses
these
port which shows that
enoraggregated for the period the
than
more
or
mous sum of $12,470,000
More
significant
month.
$1,000,000 a
still Is the fact that this figure represents an increase of nearly 50 per
cent over the total of $8,591,000 for
the preceding year. At this rate of
Increase the end of the present dewould
cade, that is the year 1920,
about
of
show an annual fire loss
most
important
The
$200,000,000.
factor in this great increase seems to
exist in the city's larger buildings,
since although the loss for 1911 far
exceeded that of 1910 the fires in the
last year were less by 537 than In
1910 while the average loss from
each fire in 1911 was $855 as against
As usual carelessness
$59C in 1910.
With lighted matches accounted for a
large number of fires, l,36o in all
Lighted cigars or cigarettes caused
with
fires and carelessness
$70
the
To
handle
509.
candles
lighted
Work of protection the city now has
4,420 uniformed officers ana ien and
560 civilian employes In various bureaus. Perhaps the best idea of what
the fire fighting problem as It now
exists in New York really amounts to
Is found In the estimate of the money
Heeded for the maintenance of the
fire department this year. It is $8,
537,000.

behooves
golfers throughout the
country to take warning from the
of a local golfer and to refrain
too much curiosity as to hot
a golf ball is made, Of course many
persons who have intercepted the
flight of the "gutty" with various por-- !
tions of their anatomy have tor years
considered it a deadly weapon. But
in these cases it was merely a mis- slle and not Inherently dangerous,
Now, however, It has been discovered
that the golf ball must also be class-ed as an explosive. This unexpected
state of affairs was brought to light
here because of the curiosity of a
golfer to discover what sort of a liq-- ;
uld center the ball wun which he
had been playing contained. As the
easiest manner of finding out he was
to vivisect it with his
pocket knife, when It suddenly ex-- j
ploded, the liquid center entering one
of his eyes. As a result, it is feared,
that he may lose 'his sight although
accident will confine him for sev-- !
weeks. Just what the liquid
of the ball which caused it to
burst consisted of no one seems to
know although the effect was that
of an acid of caustic which burned
the eye in question. Whether golfers
carrying a half dozen balls through
the city streets will be arrested un-- ;
der the concealed weapon law re--;
mains to be seen, but now that they
entered the category of explo- sives the game may taken on a new
feature of sportiness.

A

Horse Cars to Go.
feature of metroiolitan

.

new-fangle- d

Sane Independence Day.

That the Fourth of July in this city
so far as the
noisy and
dangerous celebration is concerned is
practically at an end Is indicated by
the fact that with the day still more
than two months away steps are already being taken to make It even
more safe and sane this year than
last year. Indeed it is apparent that
so far as New York Is concerned the
old time jubilee of toy cannon, fire
crackers and other explosive rockets
with the concomitant list of deaths,
missing fingers and general muttla
tlon of the celebrators, to say noth
ing of the destruction of roperty has

SHE
WOULD

!

j

FAINT

Mrs. Delia Long Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.
Pendergrass, Qa. Mrs. Delia Long,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
Often. I couldn't sit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint
I took Cardul, and it helped me in
mediately. Now, I can do my work all

the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardul when you feel 111 in any
way weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardul is a strength-buildintonic medicine for women.
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
hand at all times.
Cardul acts on the womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is due to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardui. He will recommend it

Golf Balls Are Dangerous.
Writ tn : Ladles' Advisory
ChattaThe golf ball has now been added N. B Medicine
Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.,for Special
nooga
a
and
ar book, "Horn Treaunanl
to the list of deadly weapons and Irutruetimu,
far Woman." tent ta plain wrapper, on requett.
now that the season is be.x'nnin
It

g
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.
become a thing of the
While
tills may cause woe to a large num-fatber of youngsters, the new celebra-frotlon with games, displays of fire- works In charge of competent operators ani other forms of entertainment
for young America are calculated not
only to keep the spirit of '76 alive but
also to work a valuable conservation
of Father Knickerbocker's
growing
pa-rt-

The Peevish Child
Needs a Laxative

e

It is natural for a child to laugh and Ing will bring complete satisfaction is
play and when tt sulks drowsily or the morning. After a short nee of
cries you may depend on it something j thig remedy all forms of outside aid
physical is the matter. If you see no can be dispensed with and nature will
evidences of a seriious ailment yo'i again act alone.
will not be wrong If you quietly give
Allclassee of good American people
it a dose of mild laxative that eveu keep it in the home for ills of the
ing on put tlnf It to bed.
stomach, liver and bowels, and among
The remedy moat, generally recom- the thousands who have written the
s
mended for this purpose Is Dr.
doctor that they will never be without
which
it are Mrs. O. A Bates, 246 E. 6th St,
mothers
Syrup Pepsin,
througout the country have been giv- Salt Lake City, Utah, and Mrs. T. ft.
ing their children for a quarter of a Hickman, Temnath, Colo A dose of It
century. Today thousands of families has saved many a person from a seare using it where hundreds used It rious Illness.
then .and there must be good reason
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
for tins word of mouth recommenda- - this remedy before buying it in the
It is admittedly the perfect laxative regular way of a druggist at 50 cent
for children, women, old people and or one dollar a large bottle (family
all others who need a gentle bowel size) can have a sample bottle sent
stimulant and not a violent salt, ca to the home free of charge by simply
thartic pill or doctored water. Dr. addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40
Coldwell's Syrup Pepsin will act Washington, St, Montioello. 111. Tour
sently, and when taken before retlr- - name and address on a postal will do.
i

citizens.
.

"DON'TS"

IN

THE CARE OF LIVE
STOCK.

"Don't" water a horse soon after
feeding him grain.
"Don't" feed a large quantity ot
bay to a horse that is affiled with
heaves.
"Don't" change the grain ration
ruptly.
"Don't" keep idle horses on full
feed of grain.
"Don't" turn horses to tj stra
stack and expect them to get a
l
ing, keep in condition, and with
r
tainty escape Impaction of the

Cald-wel'-

liv-th- e

cer-era-

bow-cente-

els.

"Don't" fail to have your horne-i- '
teeth examined once a year,
hoiaes
,Don't'1 drive
through a stream of cold wate", pnd
uy no means allow them ., drlr.k
wntie in this condition,
"Don't" feed wheat or barley to
horse when oats and corn are avail-havover-heate-

d

e

aD'e

"Don't" allow your mares or cows
to deliver their young in a dirty barn- yard.
"Don't" feed your horses when
they are very tJrea especially grain,
"Don't" wait until your mare Is
mogt ,jeaa- at time of foaling, before
caiimg a veterinarian.
"Don't" administer medicine to the
n0rse, or any other animal, through
tne nose; nature never intended it

life

which for years has gradually been
is soon to suffer com- plete extinction. New York's last
horse car is to go. The city has heard
made a number or
this statement
times before but there seems to be
no room for Incredulity in this case.
since the information comes from the
highest transit official in the city. It
is not so many years since these
horse drawn cars bumped about in
the heart of the financial district to
say nothing of other parts of the city.
One by one, however, they were replaced until there remained only two
cross town lines, and that one known
as the "belt line" which pretty well
encircled the whole of Manhattan.
Recently the crosstown lines put on
storage battery cars and now last ot
all the old horse drawn cars are to
disappear from the belt line. In many
ways this line is unique, being undoubtedly the longest horse car line
in the country. Whether any passengers ever made in one of the cars an
the island is
uninterrupted circuit-io- f
not known, but it seems doubtful
since such a trip it is said would con
sume more time than, it now takes to
go from New York to Washington by
fast train. Probably the only persons
to regret the passing of the horse In
this connection are the drivers and
conductors who as the result of long
service still regard trolley cars and
Innosubways merely as
vations in the field of rapid transit.

SAID

j
!

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

-

tnat

way

"Don't" administer any drug to an
animal until you are familiar with
jtB action, and the exact condition of
your patient.
on
"Don't" administer medicine
the "gun shot" plan.
be
dosing
continually
I)on't"
your horse; keep him well by proper
care.
"Don't" clip your horse and leave
him unprotected while not in motion.
"Don't" leave the Bhoes on a horse
longer than five or six weeks without
resetting.
"Don't" allow the blacksmith to
rasp the hoof wall and otherwise
mutilate the foot in shoeing.
"Don't" shoe with calks unless absolutely necessary.
"Don't" leave the grain bin where
the horse can get to it should he become untied.
"Don't" allow the horse to stand in
a draught.
"Don't" wash the horse's legs; curry them when, dry.
Dont" wait until the horse's
shoulders are sore before properly fitting the collar.
"Don't" put chains behind the
horses to keep them from backing
out of the stall.
"Don't" allow the horse to drink
too much water at one time.
;
"Don't" feed irregularly.
"Don't" water the horses at pub
lic watering troughs.
"Don't" try to doctor a glandered
horse.
"Don't" fench your farm with barb
wire, it yon eas afford a better way
"Don't" wait until the cow or bull
has become ugly before dehorning
do it while they are young.
l
"Don't" feed the cows heavy
just before calving.
"Don't" leave poisoned meat for
the rats in the day time; Rover may
get it.
"Don't" stand the horse on an inclined plank floor.
"Don't" wait until your animals
are beyond help before calling a veterinarian.

'
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C. L. BARNES,

Colorado Agricultural
Collins.

College,

Fort

RED CROSS CONFERENCE.

Berlin, April 23. The German delegation to the International Red Cross
conference which la to meet in
Washington next month departed today for the United States. The delegation includes Baron von Pfuhl,
president of the German branch of
the Red Cross and a distinguished
cavalry general; S. L. Bernheimer, a
member of the expert commission of
the German Red Cross society, and
the founder ot
Professor Kemmle,
the Red Cross school for girls at Hoh- enlychen.
TAFT CLAIMS RHODE I8LAND
Providence, R. I., April 23 Repub
licans of Rhode Island will hold their
state and congressional district conventions tomorrow for the selection
of delegates toy the national convention at Chicago. The entire delegation is claimed for Taft, among whose
supporters are Governor Pothier and
the members of the state central
committee.
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TAFT MAKES

LpORNiDGES

Ten-nese-

union-republica-

John G. Capers, republican national
committeeman from South Carolina,
has announced his candidacy for nom
ination to congress,
-f- ha
'!
a
a
unei; i
tram
Governor Dix, of New York, whose
Mt imt
Spitfk
name has been mentioned for vice
From lUeOniiilia Dally Hee, March Iti. 1912.
president on the democratic ticket,
declares he is not a candidate for any
June 11, 1906. was on January 8, 1908.
cal office.
GOOD held to be unconstitutional. Another
w Hampshire democrats have de
of this sort was passed on April 22,
li to hold their state convention
1908, which as yet has not been tested
nfi
Concord,
May 14, for the selection
In the courts.
of
Through the efforts
the president a commission was ap- of delegates to the national convenpointed to make an investigation of tion at Baltimore.
the subject of "employers' liability
Senator Gronna of North Dakota is
and workmen's compensation."
as the man who will presregarded
Administration's Record Squares
ent Senator La Follette's name for
Labor Man Appointed.
The report of the commission, the the presidential nomination at the
With Its Promises.
evidence taken before It and the draft Chicago convention.
of the bill prepared as a result of the
Mrs. Mary Founder of Minneapolis
findings of said commission have been has been named as one of the 12 deletransmitted to congress, accompanied
MANY NEW LAWS
from Minnesota to the national
ENACTED,
by a special message by President gates
Taft, In which he recommends the convention of the socialist party to
passage of the proposed measure. In be held in Indianapolis next month.
Postal Savings Banks, Workmen's their deliberations the members of
state
The Maryland democratic
and Employers' Lia- the commission had tbe benefit Of fre committee has called the state conCompensation
bility Laws Pasted Eight Hour Law quent consultations with tbe president. vention for May 16. Prior to that date
It is believed the act will stand the
Uphold Labor Rocognizod on Comthe delegates to the state convention
test of constitutionality.
missions.
In order that the commission might will be instructed at primaries for
From the day three years ago when have the benefit of tbe experience of choice of president.
-It placed its interests In the keeping of a practical man President Taft apH "ChartesN. HBjflteHT former gover
as one of Its members Daniel nor of
William Howurd Taft lo this hour la pointed
Oklahoma, has begun his speech
L. Cease, tbe editor of the Railroad
bor has critically scanued his every Trainmen's
campaign for the seat in the
making
Journal, tbe official organ
act, and with discriminating mind It is of the railroad trainmen. Mr. .Cease United States senate now occupied by
Judging htm us oue who, without clam has devoted the best years of his use Senator Robert Owen, whose term
or or demonstration, has kept the faith ful life to the cause of labor. The will expire next March.
On kept. 9. 1908, Theodore Roosevelt, president also appointed experienced
Judge Thomas L. Bond, a resident
then president of the Uuited States, labor men as Inspectors under the lo- of Sallna and prominent in the Mawrote a letter to Conrad Kohrs on the comotive boiler Inspection law. They sonic fraternity, has announced his
were
F. Ensign of Colorado and
issues of the campaign and. addressing Frank John
for the democratic nominaMcManamy of Oregon for chief candidacy
himself to the laboring men. said:
for
tion
United
States senator for
Inspector and assistant chief Inspector
"If there is one body of men more respectively.
Kansas.
than another whose support I feel I
The defects in tbe present eight hour
Congressman Morris Sheppard of
have a right to challeuge on behalf of law have not escaped fhe attention of Texarkana, who
recently announced
Secretary Taft It is the body of wage President Taft He has recommended
his withdraway from thee ontest for
workers of the country. A stancher to congress amendments which will the seat of United States Senator
make It really effective by "providing
friend, a fairer and truer representBailey, has reconsidered his decision
ative they cannot find within the bor- that public works shall be construed and has
again entered the race.
ders of the United States. He will do to include not only buildings and
works
hundred
cities of the United
Two
upon
also
but
public
everything tn his power for them ex ships' armor and grounds,
now adopted the commiswhen
have
tSates
targe
guns
cept to do tbat whicb is wrong. He manufactured in
private yards or fac- sion form of government.
Despite
will do wrong for no man and there- tories."
their distribution over 34 of the 48
fore can be trusted by all men."
Thirty Years' Service.
of them
state, more than
Mr. Taft Labor's Friend.
With regard to the high cost of liv are
in the two states of Texas and
The worklngmen of the country ing, which Increases the burden of the
Kansas.
Judged Mr. Taft in 1908 by a record of wage earners, President Taft has alTwo veteran republicans of New
taken
the
initiative
will
twenty-severe
that
ready
as
ada
years
statesman,
ministrator of national affairs and pres suit in a worldwide inquiry into this York who attracted much attention at
He has advocated the as- the recent state convention of their
ldential adviser, and they helped to problem.
of a world's congress to dls
sembling
party in Rochester were Onauncey M.
give him the magnificent majority cuss its varied
phases and to suggest Depew and Frank Hlscock. Each of
which put him In the White House
remedies.
During the three years he has been
This unparalleled record of thirty the two has represented the state of
president bis excellent record has been years' service to the cause of all the New York in the United Stales senmaintained so splendidly that the la people Is deserving of consideration ate.
boring men have been confirmed in the No charge of broken faith or of broken
Thomas R. Shipp,
general
Delief that tbey never bad n better promises can be made, no hint of de- secretary of the National Conserva
parture from the plain path of duty tion association, and we'l known as
friend in the White House.
The establishment of the postal sav can be laid at the door of William the assistant of Gilford Plnchot in
Howard Taft, who without ostentaings banks, which was recommended
tious display has wisely and fearless- his conservation work, is seeking the
President
by
Tuft, wus one of the ly administered the trust
imposed upon
things that organized labor favored
The $16,000,000 now on deposit in these him in 1908, when be was elected to
his high oflice by the votes of labordepositories represents the savings of
ing men.
tne wage earners
'DbfincfJon wfll be bis paramount object, and
although he wouU U wiUtogly acquire il by doing gaod
as barn, yet nothing left in (he way of building
up be would sit i ;wn boldly lo (he (ask of pulling down.
Here thea Is a probable
ate. highly dangerous.'

republican nomination to congress in
the Seventh Indiana district.
Newell Sanders is the third repube
lican to represent the state of
senate.
in the United States
The first was Joseph S. Tyler,
who was in the senate
from 1865 to 1871. The other was
William G. Brownlow, who was sena
tor from 1869 to 1875.
Lawrence Y. Sherman, the choice of
Illinois republicans to succeed Shelby M. Cullom in the senate, is a native of Ohio but has resided in Illinois since early infancy. He educat
ed himself in the law and within a
few years after his admission to the
bar was recognized as one of the
leading attorneys of central Illinois.
In 1904 he was elected lieutenant governor of his state, after having served two terms as speaker of the Illinois house of representatives.
FIRST OF THE ALLENS ON TRIAL
the
HillsviMe, Va., April 2$.-- Jn
same court room where a little more
than a month ago the Allen clansmen
shot down Judge Massie, Commonwealth's Attorney Foster and tl'ree
court attaches, Floyd Allen was called to the bar today to stand tain! for
the part he is alleged to have plnyed
in the celebrated tragedy. Judge Walter P. Staples of Roanoke, who was
appolnteJto conduct the circuit made
vacant by the tragic death of Judcra
Massie, sat on the bench. Immediately after court convened arguments
were begun on petitions looking to a
change of venue. It Is generally ex
pected, however, that the trials will
proceed in Hillsville In accordance
with the'decision previously rendered
by Judge Staples. The trial of Floyd
Allen will be followed by those of the
other two members of the clan now
in custody. These are Victor Allen,
son of Floyd Allen and Bud Marlon.
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Taft's Personal Interest
President Taft approved a law on
May 80. 1908. to compensate workmen
for injuries received while in the em
ploy of the United States.
After the
passage of this act a number of work
men in the employ of the federal gov
ernment were killed, and their fam
Ilea, not being familiar with the pro
visions of the law. failed to file afiidn
vits within the specified time. The see
retary of commerce and labor had no
power to set aside the provision of the
law and was therefore obliged to dls
approve the claims.
The matter was taken up by the pres
Ident, and hn satisfied himself that Jus
tlce was not being done to the families
of the men who bad been killed Ho
sent a special message to congress ree
tmmendlng tbat a general act be pass
ed allowing all such claimants compen
satlon if their claims were otherwise
meritorious This wns an Instance that
proved the president to be broedmlnd
ed and anxious to aid the workingmen
in any way that be could
An employers' liability act approved

DELEGATES
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TAFT.
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j

On Saturday, March 30, 1912,
the delegates to the Republican 5
national eonvontisn pledged te 2

There are no germs In our
is no ice purer than ours.
Keep your health during this hot
weather by only using pure ice. Yon
will be making no mistake in ordering your ice from us, as we guaran
tee it to be absolutely pure. Phone
your order we'll do the rest
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

Round Trip Excursion
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California & Northwest

President Taft were as follow!

Alaska
Alabama
Colorado

2

District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

Indiana

Iowa
MichiganMississippi
Missouri
New Mexiee
New York
Oklahoma
-

JJ

Los Angeles

22

Philippines

South Carolina

Tennessee
Virginia
Total
Necessary for choice. 539.

8
2
12
24
18

8
6
20
8
7

jJ
2

JJ
J

79

Seattle Tacoma & other points

S30.00

SSO.OO

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special ds

out the Summer mcntLs. Stop overs allowed in
tion. For further information. Call on or write.

4
2
16
16
24

$45.60

San Diego
San Francisco and return direct

J
D.
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DANCE
ARMORY HALL

well-know- n

Wednesday, May 1st.

HEBREW LADIES BENEVOLENT SOCIETY

Music By Simison Orchestra.
GOOD FLOOR and GOOD MUSIC

A.

Good Time A.evxieci.Q

Admission $1.00 a Couple

Everybody Invited.

at-larg-
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BACH AKACH'S,
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VEUAs

ANOUiMD CRIES
The

PERSONALS

Prescriptiooist

HEARD FOR AN HOUR

W. a. Fallow of Trinidad was in
as Vegas today on business.
B. Welch arrived last night from
bis home In El Paso on business.
A. J. Thuli was in Las Vegas this
afternoon from his home In Watrous.
Captain W. H- - Brunton came in this
afternoon from his ranch at Shoe-

(Continued From Page One)

I

The moo who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the roan on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is nevei
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

Phone Main

Santa Fe traveling engineer, was In Las Vegas toda:
A.

on

i

The BesU
SHORT ORDERS
and

REGULAR DINNERS
Props.

ARCHBISHOP WILL
DEDICATE NEW
ADDITION
JOHN B. PITAVAL TO
OFFICIATE AT OPENING OF

RT.

REV.

ST. ANTHONY'S

ANNEX.

On Sunday afternoon, May 5, will
occur the dedication and formal opening of the handsome new addition to
Saint Anthony's ranatorium.
John B. Pitival, assisted by a
large number of the Catholic clergy
of New Mexico, will officiate at the
ceremonies.
toe itev. l'atner j. m.
Marra, S. J., will deliver an address.
The ceremonies will begin at 1:30
o'clock and will not be concluded until 5 o'clock.
The new additTon to Saint Anthony's sanatorium, which was described at length in these columns
some time ago, is modern In every
particular and makes of the institu
tlon one of the most efficient estab
lishments of its kind In the west The
presence of the Archbishop upon the
occasion of Its dedication will mark
Its formal appropriation for use In
the cause of the alleviation of suffering and the restoration to health
of many. The sisters in charge of
the sanatorium have invited their
friends to be present at the dedication.
Arch-bieso-

SUNDAY

p

M. McCready,

business.

Julian B. Torres of Raton came in
last night and was a visitor In Las
Vegas today.
J. A. Smith of Trinidad arrived last
night from Colorado on a business
trip to Las Vegas.
Joseph L Motrt came in yesterdaj
afternoon from the Blake Copper mine
at Tree Hermanoe.
J. S. Russell of Raton came in last
night from hia home and was in Las
Vegas today on business.
Charles Tamme, city clerk, went to
Raton this afternoon for a short visit
w ith
his daughter, Mrs. H. E. Fell.
E. E. Johnson, the land man, will
leave this evening for Kansas where
he will close up a deal for the sale
of mesa lands.
Mrs. J. L. McDonnell left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Djnver, her
former home, for a visit with friend!
and relatives.
James D. Davidson, ' manager of
ftnnigan & Brown of Albuquerue,
came in this afternoon from the Duke
City on business.
H. TJ. Boyer, state manager of the
Fraternal Brotherhood .arrived this
afternoon on train No. 10 from Caliwill address a special
fornia, and
meeting of the brotherhood tonight.
Homan Hallettt arrived in Las Vegas yesterday from Detroit. Mr. Hai-let- t
was former owner of the Clyde
ranch near Waltiroue, but has been a
resident of Detroit for the past four
years. He expects to relocate here.
S. B. Rohrer, one of the principal
stockholders of the Topeka Mica Mlu-in- g
company, which, owns clams at
Rbera, after spending several days in
Los Vegas on business, returned to
Topeka lost night on train No. 2.
W. R. Smythe, etate good roads er
gineer, arrtved last night from
where the convict road camp 1s
located.
Work on the steep hill be
tween GJorieta and Oanyonciit
is
now under way. The convicts from
the camp in Oalllnas canyon and Chapel le are doing the work.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts and Mildred W. Browne of the board of regents of the Normal University, will
leave tomorrow
morning for Santa
Fe, where they will spend several
days. While In Santa Fe they will
confer with the finance committee A
the senate and with other educators.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. West left today
for their claim near Colmor, traveling
overland in a Stanley steamer. They
will spend the rammer on the homestead, Mr. West, who is a Santa Fe
conductor, having an extended leave
of absence. They have shipped their
household goods and furniture. They
will make extensive improvements on
the property.

'

Glo-rlet-

SCHOOL CONVENTION.

Watertown, S. D. April 23. Scores
of enthusiastic Sunday school workers from all over South Dakota have
rallied here for the annual convenBetion of their state association.
demonstraa
welcome
with
ginning
tonight, the session will continue
The
over Wednesday and Thursday.
association is repre
international
sented on the list ot speakers by
Hugh Cork, general secretary of the
association.
Illinois Sunday School
Prof. E. O. Bxcell of Chicago is in
charge of the music.
BRICK

BRICK BRICK
FOR SALE.
Just what you have been looking
five room brick
A modern
for.
house on the. hill at, a bargain. Ask

INVESTMeW AtfENCT

boat

Mound.

Cafe De Luxe

BARNES & RUSH,

boat and fire
In the Southsaid that apwent in each

maker.
"Then only 16 men participated in
John Pugh came In this arternoon this drill " suggested Senator Smith.
from his homestead east of Wagon
"Yes, sir."

CO.

WINTERS DRUG

aboard ship to have
drills every hunday.
ampton drill, Plttman
proximately eight men

INCOR-

PORATION.

BRACING!
A cup of steaming

POSTUM
at each end of the day.
There's no reaction or "let
down" from this wholesome
as there is from
coffee and tea.

. food-drin- k

JfOO
ujlisfi I f?
Pbstum starts the day right
and ends the day right.

LETTER LIST.
ADVERTISED
Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending April 20, 1912:
Mrs. Mary Archuleta, Melvln
Cruz Franco, Moses Tonita
Clarence
Gallegos, M. Hoffman,
Haines, Isablito Martinez, Frank
Martin, F. Nordquist, Dona Manue-litStockton,
D. M.
G de Sena,
Charles E. Simpson, Arthur Vaughn.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
F. O. BLOOD, PostmaBter.
Dun-leav-

a

For Breakfast

it is a

good "starter" nourishes

body and brain for the
vities of the day

acti-

For Supper it soothes

the tired nerves and induces
sound refreshing sleep.

Read, "The Road to Well-vin- e
," in packages of Postum .

"There's a Reason"
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
sound
WANTED To rent, strong
wo. May
or
month
horse
buggy
buy. Address, W. S. A., Optic office.

'Was there any fire drill on the Ti
tanic after she left Southampton?"
"No, air, none."
The witness said the Titanic had
been keeping a special lookout for ice
on the fatal Sunday. He said it wat
done because
Captain Smith had
been "warned" ice was near. The
witness said he left his cabin about
11:50 Sunday night just after the
collision.
"There was very little impact, " ho
said. "I was hair asleep and half
awake and f wondered sleepily where
we were anchoring. I walked out on
deck after three or four minutes and
saw nothing. Then I returned, lighted my pipe and dressed leisurely, for
it was near time for my watch. Just
as I finished dressing, Mr. Boxhall
came up and I asked him what was
the matter. He said. 'We have struck
an iceberg.'
"I went on deck again and
met
Sixth Officer Moody. I asked him it
he had seen the iceberg and he said
'No,' but there was ice on his deck
To satisfy myself, I went forward
and saw ice.
"Then I walked back and saw a
flock of firemen coming up I asked
what was the matter. They Bald
'there's water In the hatch.' I looked
saw water flowing
downward and
over the hatch.
"Then I went upon deck and met a
man in a dressing gown who said to
mme, 'Hurry, there's no time for fool
ing.' Then I went to the boats."
"Did you know who that man was?"
"Not then. I do now."
"Who was it "
"Mr. Ismay. Later this man told
me to get the women and children in
the boats. I lowered one of them.
Mr. Ismay came to the boat and
helped me. I put In quite a number
of them and a few men. Then 1
called for more women but there
were none to be seen."
Ptltman wa asked If he heard any
cries of distress.
"Oh,

yes."

"What?"
"Crying,

J

AFRIL

23,

STRIKEBREAKER CONVICTED.
Boulder, Colo., April 23. After de-- li
berating for 26 hours the Jury In the
case of William T. Adams, the strike
breaker who shot and killed William
Bashford, a guard at the Monarch
mine near Marshall, this morning returned a verdict of murder in the second degree. The crime is punishable
by Imprisonment from ten yean to
life In the state penitentiary.
The murde was committed at one
of the bunk houses at the mine on
the night of IY ember 20, when Bash-forstepped into the cabin and attempted to quiet a group of boisterous strike breakers. Adams took offense at the Guard's interference and
dared him to fight. Bashford, who
was armed, handed his gun to Fonx
Crinstaff, a bystander, and accepted
the challenge Adams seized the revolver from Crtnstaffs hands ond
shot Bashford through the head, the
guard dying almost Instantly. Crinstaff, in all probability, wf'.l be
obliged to stand trial as an accomplice in the shooting.

"In the waiter?"
"Yes, from the water."
"Did you hear any explosion?"
"Yes, sir, four. They sounded like
big guns in the distance."
"Whtt were these explosions?"
"I think they were the bulkheads,
sir."
"When, then, did the bulkheads
break?"
'The explosions followed the dive
of the ship almost immediately'"
Ship Making Best Time
By searching
questions Senator
Fletcher later brought out the
fact that when the collision occurred
the Titanic was going at the
greatest speed attained during the
trip, even though the ship waa entering the grand banks and had been
advised of the presence ot Ice.
"You say you were going at 21
knots an hour at the time of th
accident?" Inquired Senator Fletcher.
"Yes sir, we left Southampton unknots which was inder about 20
creased to 21, and later to 21," said
Pittman.
"Then when the Titanic crashed
Into the iceberg it was going at top
speed?" Inquired the senator.
"I suppose so, sir."
Searchlight Might Have Saved Her
"Dou you believe that If the Titanic
had had searchlights that thees might
have revealed the proximity .of the
icebergs?"
"I think so, possibly," said Plttman.
"Was there a fire in the coal hold
of the Titanic after leaving Southampton?"
"That's the first I've heard of It,"
said Plttman.
"Do you know of any reason why
the speed of the Titanic waa not reduced after the warning of loeT"
"No, bat It Is not customary to reduce speed."
"Do you know of your own knowledge of orders being given to draw
the fires from the hollers?"
"No, sir." Plttman said the ship
reversed its engines immediately after striking the berg and was brought
to a standstill.
She remained practically stationary until she went
down. At this point the witness was
excused and Lookout Fleet was call
ed to the stand.

a
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HIGH OFFICIALS OF GOVERNMENT OFFER TO ACT AS
REFEREE3

ENAMEL

CLOISONNE

New York, April 2S. The offer of
mediation from Charles P. Neil I, United States labor commissioner and
Judge Martin A. Knapp of tbe United
States commerce court, which was accepted by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers last night Just
it had declared for a strike as
the next move In the campaign for
increosed wages, came formally
the conference committee of rail-namanagers today.
That the eleventh hour proffer of
mediation by officials of the Unfod
Stsjtee government will also be accepted by the railroads was the general
belief this morning.
"Judge Knapp and I are only acting
as mediators," said Commissioner
Neill, "and if as such we obtain an acceptance of the proposition of arbitration, then it would be for the rail
roads and the engineers to select one
arbitrator each, those two to select
the third."
The engineers appeared to be delighted with he offer of mediation,
declaring rfcn their position with respect to Uioreassd wages was perfnet-tlsonn and If the question was put
up fo; arbitration they were bound
to obtain some concessions. The demands for increased wages were
made by the engineers on 50 railroads
east of Obloago and north of the Potomac river, and Grand Chief Stone
said that a strike order would affect
Si.OOO engine drivers.
In turn, the
engineers' strike would throw 200,000
and
firemen, trainmen, condictors
other railroad employes out of work.
J. C. Stuart, chairman of the conference committee of railroads, has
called a meeting of the conference
committee for this morofna: to consider the mediation offer.
Whether
the railroads would accept the offer of
Messrs' Neill and Knapp to act as
mediators in the wage controversy
with the engineers vns discussed at
the morning session of the conference
committee of the railroads which
met today. Definite announcement
of the railroad's attitude was expected to be made at tho conclusion of
the conference, probably late this afternoon.
The engineers remained in session
waiting the outcome of the railroad
Several ofmanagers' deliberations.
ficials said there was reason to believe the offers of Messrs Neill and
Knapp would be accepted by tbe railroads.
In his letter to Messrs. Neill and
Knapp, made public today, Chief
Stone says:
"We accept your offer of mediation
with tbe understanding that any settlement reached shall be effective
this date and that both sides will
faithfully and honestly regard this
delay as an armistice and not employ the delay for the purpose of se
curing a tactical advantage."
A meeting of nine railroad
presi
dents to discuss the situation is ex
pected to be held here this afternoon
The presidents may advise with the
conference committee as they yester
day did, although the latter has been
vested with full power to act for the
railroads.
Mr. Stone said he had large faith
in Judge Knapp to bring about a set
tlement. The latter, he said, had nev-
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courage insolence and overcharging
by a taxlcab driver Is to remonstrate
with him; then, persuasion failing, to
yank him out of his seat, pound his
head against the curbstone and shout
for the police. It is effective and
Mrs. W. A. Becklngham, 634 Oakdale
avenue, a brisk young graduate of
Bryn Mawr, qualified yesterday as an
efficient tamer of taxlcab tyrants.
After the victory, which was not contested, she framed the following rules
of conduct for taxlcab customers:
Learn to read the meter.
Note time of arrival and finish o?
trip.
Learn the legal charge per hour or
permit.
See that you get the machine yoj
ordered.
Don't he hrowbeaten by r chauffeur
or owner.
Call a policeman in case of trouble
Mrs. Becklngham followed the firpt
five rules faithfully, but M not put
the sixth into practice until she had
Introduced a few spontaneous Inno
vations. The chauffeur, Ray Rag-bar- !,
wishes she had stoppa-- before
the innovations came.
Mrs. Becklngham orie"eU a taxi-ca- b
to take her to the Olymplo theater. When she arrived ther-i- , she
says, Ragbarl tried to collect I3.M)
instead of $2.50. Tossing her St.tO
from her $5 bill, he startcl away.
She Jumped onto the ruann'gboard
and shut off his power. Tien, she
says, he swore vigorously an-- l at
tempted to throw her from tho maInstead Mrs. Becklngham seized
Ragbarl by the collar and brought
him to the pavement with a thump.
Then she held him down until a policeman came.
Mrs. Becklngham declined to prefer charges, but gazed at her long
white gloves, torn In the encounter,
and said she ought to be given a
new pair. The proprietor of the taxi-cacompany discharged Ragbarl.
b

NEW YORK COTTON
New York, April 23. Cotton
spot
Mid
closed steady and unchanged.
middling guW
dling uplands 12:
12.25.
No sales.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Louis, April 23. Wool steady.

Territory and western mediums 16
18; fine mediums 1517; fine 1015.

"COP"

Guardian of the Peace Also Called
Upon to Act as Dispeller of
Nightmares.
Occasionally householders require
services of policemen that seem ex
traordinary, even to men who have
grown old on the force. Said a boy to
a patrolman:
"Are you the new night policeman
on this beat?"
The policeman said he was.
"Then there's a man around at our
house would like to fix things up with
you," said the boy. "Can you come?"
Mentally rehearsing the crushing rebuke that he should deliver If requested to condone counterfeiting or kindred illegal practices, the patrolman
r
accompanied kls guide to the
flat, where a, very Innocuous-lookinyoung man sat reading a
newspaper. Having satisfied himself
that the officer would be on duty that
night, the young man said:
"I shall sleep In this room, and if
you should happen past here about 2
o'clock and hear me yelling my lungs
out don't get scared and think somebody Is murdering me, but Just reach
in through the window and shake me
good and hard. I shall be in the
throes of nightmare, that's all, and as
these folks are all strangers to me,
maybe they wouldn't like to come in
and wake me up. The night patrolman in the street I Just moved away
from used to perform that little Job
for me, and I shall be much obliged
if you will do the same."
The policeman seemed disinclined
to assume the role of disperser of
nightmares, but he finally accepted
the unique commission.
first-floo-

NEW SPRING NOVELTIES

TWO

TAXI DRIVER THRASHED.
Chicago, April 2S. One way to dis-
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Postsm Cereal Compear, limited
Batik Creek. Michifto
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NIAGARA flAID GLOVES
Look for tbe Name

16 Button all silk in al

colors $1.00 pair.
12 Button all silk 75c
pair.
16 Button Chamoisette
65c pair.
Short all silk Gloves 50c

pair.
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Hoffman

&

Gloves 50c

Chamoisette

pair.

Short Lisle & Chamois-

ette 25c pair.
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"WAIT COLUMNS"

er yet failed to settle any labor

con-

troversy In which he had appeared as
mediator,
Word reached Mr. Neill shortly after the adjournment of the conference
that the railroads had accepted the
offer of mediation. He had not been
advised, however, of the official reply.
The Optic prints an the news
of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reput
Beware

able physicians as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hall's
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
conJ. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
tains no mercury, and Is taken Inupon tbe
ternally, acting directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken Internally and made in To
ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 76c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
For rheumatism you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's liniment. Try It and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all dealers.
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Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

4m
J. M. CUNMNOHAn, Ptenldmt

HOSKINS.

FRANK SPRINGER.

LAS

VJBCGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

g

Lais Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock,
Office

$30,000.00

with the San Miguel National Bank

President

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly

Vice President

D. T. Hoskins

Treasurer

Interest PtUd on De posts

Cu titer.
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COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS
An adjourned regular meeting of TASTY GERMAN DINNER
he City Council of the City of Lea
Vegas, N. 1L. N. It, was held on
15th day of April 1912.
MENU THAT EVEN AN AMERICAN
Present: Aldermen James O'Byrne,
WILL ENJOY.
Chris WIegand, B. F. Forsythe, J. K.
Martin, C. V. Hedgooek, Heilet Ray- TK'IdS, fi.
Wholesome and Appetizing Dishes of
Absent: Aldermen 0. M. Ward. 81-the Fatherland Are Easily Pre-

tle
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby siren to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken op by
Crewnda Henera, Chamita, N. M.
One red and white spotted
face female cow, about 2 years. 225
feet high.
lbs. J
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May S. 1912. said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be yold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
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Me':-uire-

Spice Cake.
A recipe for making spice cake is
tent in by Sunbeam of the Buckeye
.1. V.
state. Stir one cup of butter, two
Member of Library Board to
cups of granulated sugar and the
A. D. Hazlett, reslsned Harry
yolks of three eggs until very light.
Haskell.
Add two teaspoons of cinnamon, one
Mr. Forsythe moved, that all the of allspice, one of cloves, one-haD. R. MHirray,

suc-eee- d

lf

1:

w

b

Approved

before May , 1912. said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said ertray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

lBt. pub. April 12,

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pah. April 2:1, '12

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. B. Stephens, Hudson, N. M.
One bay biased face, white
front feet horse, 12 or 14 years, 14
To-wl-

teaspoon
teaspoon of ginger, one-haof nutmeg, one cup of buttermilk,
one teaspoon of soda dissolved in
of a cup of hot water, and three
cups of flour. To this add the beaten
whites of two eggs. Bake in three
layers and use icing.
lf

d

Care of Lamps.
When the burners become dark and
dirty put them In lye water and boll
until the black will rub off; then
moisten salt with vinegar and rub
thoroughly. Then take a dry piece of
wool cloth and polish. Take the old
wicks that have been In use quite a
while and boil them In a strong suds
and rub and rinse in several waters,
then soak in vinegar and hang out and
dry and when you put all together
and light you will have as brilliant
light as if all were new.
A Cold Weather Help.
Heating clothespins well In the oven
before going out in the wind to hang
out washing prevents much chilling
to the fingers. Two or three thicknesses of dry cotton cloth spread over
the basket of wet clothes will prevent
them from becoming unmanageable.

:

rst

Mayor.
Clerk.

Read The Optic.

Gingerbread,
Half cup molasses, V4 cup sugar, H
cup of shortening, 1 teaspoon of gin-

ger, a little salt, 1 cup of boiling water, 1 teaspoon of soda, 2 Mi cups of
flour. Bake In a large pan.
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Branded
On left ribs

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space
han two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

Estray Advertisement

CHAPMAN

To-wi- t:

9

To-wl- t:

MAIN

2.

Wanted
WANTED

Dining

roov

403

girl.

Railroad.

LODGE

A

NO.

BUSINESS' DIRECTORY
t,

A.

M.

NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
F. A EL
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meeto
every Monday ere-nln-

Regular communication first and
third Thursday tn seek
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited
N. O. Herman, W. it; B. R. Murray,
Secretary.

g

Oastle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
In

Pons.

E.

Ltebson-nle-

r,

Chancellor

Commander Harry
Martin. Keeper ol
Records and Seal.

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
RegKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave second Tues-

day in each month at Ma- MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
eanin Tarn Die at 7:30 D. m. C. D.
Meet in the forest of brother!
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, Relove at Woodmen of the WorU
corder.
hall, on the second nui fourth Pn
day of each month at 8 p m. C. Claj
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
Consul; G Laemmle, Clerk. Vlsu
ARCH M'SON8 Regular convoca
lng neighbors are especially we
tion first Monday In each
come and cordially invited.
Tem-

To-wl-

OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

m

SOCIEfy

HANDLET

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

GOODS

BEST

0

m

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

:

FATES

Branded

month at Masonie
ple,

at

7:30 p. m.

M. R.

Williams, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

B. P. O.

second

ELKSMeets

a'

fourth Tuesday evening of saaa
Vision
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Oes
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D.
Condon, Secretary.

RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S- Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bo wen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesWorthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
day evenings each month, at Wood
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
Grand avenue.
dially invited to attend. A. It.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, SecNO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
10
Meets every Monday night
O. R. C. Hail, on Douglas avenue,

For Rent

retary-

at
at

8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
RENT CHEAP Home for incordially welcome, a. E. Gehring,
valid or two.
Call 417 Eighth president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
street
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

DENTISTS.

FOR

FOR RENT Two room
furnished
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeeping, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.

for Sate

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
NO. 804. Meets second and four
Thursday In O. R C. hall. Plon
building. Visiting members are
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. O
E. P. Mackcl, P. 8

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Sill!

4.

Dentist
Crockett Building. Hat pben
at office and residence.

.

ATTORNEYS
A

HUNKER
Geo H. Hunker

FOR SALE

Gentle saddle pony.
National avenue. Willie Ooke.

906

F

ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. .El wood,
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer; Arrive
No. 2.
C. V. Hedgcock. cemetery trustee.

HUNKER

Chester

Attorneys

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Las Vegas.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their bal on Sixth street. All visitLOCAL

I. O. O.

A.

Hunk

at Law.
New Mexle.

TIME

CAHO

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
EAST BOUND
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
&ep
by this Board for the benefit of the
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. B. StevEstray Advertisement
8:15 p.
9:10 p. m.
owner when found.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
11:10 p.
11:06 p m
No. 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
1:25 a.
8
1:15 a. m
No.
N M.
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
J.
Albuquerque,
FOR SALE Two dozen laying hens.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
10
2:10
m
p.
1:45
No.
p.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
B. Meets
first
B
I.
O.
of
every
Rhode Island Reds
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
1004 Third
In
month
the
the
vestry
of
Tuesday
One gray mare, 13 or 15
street.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
puuriu
Estray Advertisement
years, 950 lbs., 14 hands.
1:45 p.
1:20 p. m
Notice is hereby given to whom it
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 1
Branded
6:15
3
a.
6:10
No.
p.
in
may concern that the following de
Isaac Appel,
invited
conHiHy
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Sul scribed estray animal was taken
4:50 p.
4:40 p. m
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 7
rip by
President;
Said animal ueing unknown to this Domicil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m
No. 9
may concern that the following de
retary.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One sorrel horse, 7 years scribed estray animal was taken up by
before May 3, 1912, said date being old weighing 800 lbs., 14
hands John S. A. Martin, Socorre, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
high.
One 2 year old roan steer,
sold
idvertlsement, said estray will be
Branded
WOE
Branded
WSS
)y this Board for the benefit of the
20c per IBS Iba.
ESfll
On left shoulder
On left ribs
lbs. or Mora, Eaeti Delivery
owner when found.
2So per IBS lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
1,068 lbs. to SLO0S Iba, Each Delivery
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
SSo per 1SS lbs.
SSS lbs. te
Board, unless claimed by owner un .ir
,00s lbs., Sect Delivery
On right hip, ribs
Albuquerque, N. M.
40 par 1SS lbs.
20 Iba
BS lbs. to
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Eaeh Delivery
and
shoulder
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 10
SSo
Each
66
Less
last
Than
per 106 lbs.
after
lbs.,
days
Delivery
appearance of th's
Said animal being unknown to this
said
bo
will
advertisement,
sold
estray
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
CO-Hthis Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom it by
before May 3, 1912, said date being
owner
found.
when
0 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
scribed estray animal was taken up by
advertisement, said estray will be sold
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Albuquerque, N. M.
S. Brown, La Luz, N. M.
this Board for the benefit of the
by
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
owner
blane
One
when found.

estray

....

n.
t

n.

.

To-wi- t:
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a
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To-wl- t:

RETAIL PRICES

To-wl- t:

AGUA PURA

red and grey,
face mare, about 7 years, 750 lbs., 8
bands high.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

ANY

To-wl- t:

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque. N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23. '12
may concern that the following de
scriued estray animal was taken up by
You will look, a good while before
Benlgno Pndllla Puerto de Luna, N:
you find a better medicine for coughs !
M.
One white faced six year old cow, and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
It not only gives relief- -it
Remedy.
weighing 700 lbs.
cures. Try It when you have a
Branded
cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt cure
On left ribs
wnicn it will effect. For sale by all
Said animal being unknown to this dealers.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 before May 3, 1912, said date being
'My little son had a very severe
10 days after last appearance
I was recommended
of, this cold.
to try
advertisement, said estray will be sold Chanbermin'8 Cough Remedy,
and I
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H. f
may concern that the following de- owner when found.
Silks,
Dowllng
Street, Sydney,
CATTLE
SANITARY
was
taken
animal
BOARD,
up by
scribed estray
Australia. This remedy is for sale
H. R. Parker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
by all dealers
One bay stallion about 600 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
WHY HE WAS LATE
lbs., 8 years, 13 hands high.
'Wbat made you so late?"
Estray Advertisement
Branded
MR
met Smithson."
UH Notice Is hereby given to whom it 'IWen,
On left hip
that is no reason why you
concern
de
the
that
may
following
to
this
Said animal being unknown
should be an hour late getting home
scribed
was
animal
taken
estray
up by to supper."
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
I know, but I asked him how he
Cresencio Henera, Chamita, N. M
before May 3, 1912, said date being
One 4 year old cow, red was feeling, and he Insisted on tell
10 days after last appearance of this
'ng me about his stomach trouble
and white, about 400 lbs.
Did you tell him to take Chamber
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
Iain's Tabletsr
by this Board for the benefit of the
"Sure, that Is what he needs." Sold
On left ribs
owner when found.
by all dealers.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 before May 3, 1912, said date being NOTABLE WEDDING IN LONDON.
10 days after last appearance of this
London, April 23. The marriage of
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold Miss Murielle Lucas-TootIt
to
whom
daughter
Notice is hereby given
by this Board for the benefit of the of Sir Robert and
Lucas-TootLady
de
the
concern
that
following
may
owner when found.
and Major Richard Bright, nephew
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
of Viscount Canterbury, took place
Miss Ethel Toole, Melrose, N. M., R
Albuquerque, N. M
In St. Margaret's, Westminster,
F. D. L
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12 today
In the presence of a large and fash
One light gray mare, about
6 years, 800 lbs.
Don't be surprised If you have an ionable assemblage. The bride, who
this spring is a young woman of great beauty,
of rheumatism
attack
Branded
gpfl Just rub the
affected parte freely visited America last year and was en- On left shoulder
T
I
I I
V
ti
tiL
1.1.
" several cities of the
Said animal being unknown to this will soon disappear. Sold by all
United States and Canada.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or dealers.
To-wi- t:

To-wl- t:

h,

To-wl- t:
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nands.

Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
Branded
H scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
Ed Wrlgler, Questa, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One sorrel mare and ooit.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 12
years, 850 lbs. 5 feet.
date
said
before May 3, 1912,
being
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
On left hip
sold
will
be
advertisement, said estray
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
owner wher found.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque, N. M.
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
rt'ray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque, N. M.
denay concern that the following
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Lewis, Orange, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
One black horse 12 or
Notice is hereby given to whom It
13 years, 5F0 lbs., 13
hands high.
may concern that the following de
Branded
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
ISsi
On left hip
Domicil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
to
this
Said animal being unknown
One bay horse, seven
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
14 hands high, 800 lbs.
years
old,
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
sold
On right shoulder
advertisement, said estray will be
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTIJD SANITARY BOARD,
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, "12
win be Bold
advertisement, said

McGnTern.

It

23, 1912.

To-wlt-

Raj-nold-

one-thir-

APRIL

BOARD,
On left btp
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sr.nl animal being unknown to this
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312 Roaid. unless claimed
by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
before May 3, 1912. said date being
Notice Is hereby given to whom I; 10 days after last
appearance of this
nay concern that the following de- advertisement, said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal whb taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
Andres C. Martinez, Cleveland, N. M. owner when found.
;
Onp red and white spot
CATTLE 3ANTTARY BOARD,
ted cow, 4 years old, 450 lbs..
Albuquerque. N. M.
Branded
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, "12
On right ribs

...

appointments made by the mayor be
confirmed by a viva voce without
without mayor leaving the chair, seconded "by Mr. Martin; Temporary
President Martin called the vote and
confirmation was unanimous.
Jduge Long called council's attention to the dissatisfaction of resi
dents living in that part of the city
at the action of the outgoing coun
11
In reference to the excavation
for a cesspool by the I.as Vegas hos
pltal people in alley at Junction o
Washington and Mora avenues. On
suspension of rules, Dr. Sparks and
Mr. Aaron Raiaey were given per
mission to address the council in re
lation to the matter. Both gentle
men protested vigorously against th
locating of the hospital's cesspool at
the place designated. Mr. Forsythe
moved, that the matter be referred
to the streets, alley committee and
elty attorney for examining conditions and report at next regular
meet In, work to stop at once, second
ed by Mr. Martin and carried.
Council motion adjourned.

SANITARY

CATTLE

'

Police Magistratte

DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

To-wl- t:

Bachnnoh, 2.
pared and Worth the Trouble
for Variety They Afford.
Quorum present and Mayor Good all
In the chair.
Noodle 8oup Take a nice piece of
Mayor read final report of CiU- wei committee. Ordered filed 8nort rib a1" a shin bone and cook
,. nuiin. nt tK' MOW for about two hours. Then
strain. Then take three eggs, one and
1,
Mayor Ooodall read a a half pilnn nf ftnnr nnd mnkp n RtlfT
report giving a summary of what had dcugh Work u we unt the do,1(?h
fceen done in the affairs of the cltyj ,fi very smooth, then roll out very thin
daring the entire time he had been;ind let dry medium. Cut In long
In office; also recommending several strips and fold; then cut very fine
add a few dashes of
enterprises that should be inaugural' ?ome Parsley,
.now i. lie iiuouie lire
10 boup.
d by the succeeding administration. uiuircg
idded and all is to he boiled 10 mindo
Mr. Martin moved that council
utes, then served.
now adjourn sine die, seconded by
Bread Dumplings Take some stair-whitMr. Forsyth o and carried.
bread and cut In
square-- ,
then pour over thrm a half cup of
Aproved:
very hot drippings and stir; then cov-?- r
K. D. GOODALL,
and let stand for a while so that
Mayor.
(attest:
the bread softens. Beat four eggs
OH AS. TAMME. Clerk.
lightly, add salt aud nutmeg and about
A special meeting of the city Coun
hum up of bread crumbs not cracker
ell of the City of lias Vegas, N. M., rumbs). Stir thoroughly and make
was held on this 15th day of April. Into balls. Drop these Into boiling
water and let boll 20 minutes. Then
J912.
will be
Mayor R. J. Taupert having taken jerve with meat gravy. They
very light and delicious.
the chair.
Sauerkraut Take as much sauerThe following hold over aldermen kraut as wished and If too sour
put in
were present: Chris WIegand, B. K. Hollander and let a little cold water
Forsyth. J. K. Martin and Hallett nm through It. Put in pot with a
'ittle water, add caraway seeds and
Kaynolds.
et cook slowly until soft. Then grate
the
whether
clerk
aaked
Mayor
raw potato and mix with a little
nowly elected mayor, aldermen and i
lour, then beat quickly into sauer-rnut- .
of
filed
certificates
officers
had
rity
Pour about two tablespoons of
election and oata of office, answer srense from the pork roast
over this.
toeing In the affirmative.
This will be a dish that even an Amer-cawill enjoy.
Newly elected members o? the coun-rlPork Roast Take a nice roast of
answered to the roll ca',1 as follows: B. F. McGuIre, Jerry Qulnn, pork from the end of the loin, wash
R. F .Hays, and Daniel Stern; Clerk well, then rub salt and pepper In and
let stand a while before roasting. Cut
Tamme being at the des.
lalf of an onion and a small piece of
Mr. Forsythe nominated Mr.
garlic and two leaves of fresh sage,
as temporary president of the not ground, into it. Then add some
.
council, seconded by Mr.
water, enough for gravy. Roast bIow-l- y
and baste often. Serve on well
Mr. WIegand nominated Mr. Martin
seconded by Mr. Hays. Ballot was lea ted plates.
Mashed Potatoes Take the best potaken resulting in the election of Mr.
peel and boll, then strain and
Martin. Mr. Forsythe moved that tatoes,
mash them. Add butter and salt and
busir.f
he present rules md order
beat with a spoon to a cream.
ness be adopted vi
iho exception
Coffee Cake Two cups flour with
that the days for neeHngs bo fixed ne yeast cake dissolved In lukewarm
te be held on the second and fourth milk. Put In a warm place to raise.
Wednesday in each month, seconded Melt a half pound of butter, cup of
lugar and beat to a cream; add two
h Mr. McGuIre and carried.
sggs, a half teaspoon cinnamon, hiilf
Mayor annoonced his appointments
teaspoon lemon flavoring and a little
e
N finding council committees, they
talt Add to raised dough and heat
ns follows:
arell. Then place In pan with a little
iirvenue and finance Hallet Ray-- I iugar, cinnamon and small pieces of
Sutter over it Let It raise once beIds, J. K. Martin, Jerry Qulnn.
" bile Works J. K. Martin, B. F. fore baking.
Coffee Take as much coffee as
p
'he, Daniel Stern. .
seeded,
place In a sack and pour boil' t ets and Alleys
Chris WIegand,
ing water over it alowly. This takes
i
F. Forslyhe. R. F. Hays, Daniel the bitter taste away.
Let stand on
back of hot store. Serve with cream.
Water ami Lights R. F. Hays,
Chris WIegand, Daniel Stern.
Worth Knowing.
Police and Fire Jerry Quinn, 3.
A tape loop on the apron band is a
K. Martin, B. F. McGuIre.
.convenience and will save the apron
Public Health-Ch- ris
WIegand, from being torn if hung on a hook.
Sew the loop on the "wrong" side of
Hallett Raynolds, B. F. McGuIre.
Printing Daniel Stern, J. K. Mar- the band.
Remember when frying fish that If
tin, Hallett
the fat In which it is fried la not
City Property J. K. Martin, B. F. lulte boiling the fish will be greasy,
Forsythe, B. F. McGuIre.
Never put
sodden and unwholesome.
Ordinances B. F. Forsythe, J. K. In the fish till a blue smoke Is rising
From the fat.
Martin, Hallett Raynolds.
The next time you wish to beat the
Judiciary- - li. F. Forsythe, Hallett
yolk and white of an egg separately
Raynolds, Chris. WIegand.
Break the egg, leaving
Mayor also handed In the follow try this plan:
the yolk in the half shell. Beat the
ing appointments of city officers:
white ttiff, then drop in the yolk and
For City Physician Dr. C. C. Gor- beat together. It is not only done
don.
better, but you save washing an extra
City Attorney Judge E. V. Long. dish and losing a large proportion of
the egg yolk that sticks to dish and
City Marshal Ben Colas.
egg beater.
Night Police IP. J. Murphy.
Merchants' Night Police J. W.
Wle-Kan-

VMM
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpsople to. whom among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
tort, and musical instruments.

of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all passible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LOOK AND READ!
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
new as well as old customers.

I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanTrimmings of the best New York
ship.
styles all the time.

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

J

LAS VIOA

MY LiAOV

tn vault requi J.
had no
thought of refusal, yei appreciated to
tbe full tha possible
uger or tha venture, and felt anxlou 10 make no serious mistake. I hud achieved a rami- tatlon for reckless daring, yet this
kind of service was hardly to my liking. To wear British uniform meant
my condemnation as a spy, it discovered, and a death of disgrace. I had
been within the lines of the enemy
often before, bat always as a scout,
wearing the homespun of the Maryland line, but this was to bo a masquerade, a juggling with chance. I
was not greatly afraid of being unmasked by the officers of tbe garrison, but there were those then In Philadelphia who knew me loyalists, secret sympathisers with our cause, and
not a few deserters from the army
whom I might encounter at any turn
in the road The prospect was not al
luring, yet a glance aside at the profile of Washington, now bending low
over a mass of papers, instantly stiffened my resolve. It was work I
no excuse to shirk indeed no inclina
tion so I returned Hamilton's glance
or inquiry frankly.
"You wish me to go at once?"
"The earlier the better. I will fur
nish passports through our lines, and
hard riding will put you across the
neutral ground by daylight"
mino

1
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APRIL

nir, perhaps six Inches by four in
sine, engraved as in a shield, yielding

28, 191.

SEVHt

tha knowledge that I was la the very White and Black knights

on, he mljnJ
would return to their peats and the
l
U1P vnu
urn,.
4HSVBUUTe
eitliana of the city weald again apiu
view of 'he sea, with tbe setting stern duties to
perform and a return Cathcart for the Whites, and Captain pear on tbe streets. This would grant'
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has been in the army only eight ised
I stood as she left me, staring while noon," I said boldly. "But for what
him a ticket for tonight"
m
with
when
few
a
officers,
lunch,
r
rvi
111
a
the
u
no
rn
rv innH
months and In this country less than
Ont into the ooenine rod tha mn. she crossed tha lawn and lolned a I read there 1 should be out yonder
The young officer laughingly extend- announcement came that the water
I bowed silently, and the command- - thirty days. It is scarcely probable ed a hand.
tending
officer of H igers. Once riding through the night."
knights, attended by esquires dark-faceprocession had started.
he is known Dersonallv to anv of the
She laughed, yet not wholly at ease,
rose to nis leet. extending his hnn
on foot, dressed in ancient habits of she
"The more the merrier, Craig. With
back over ler shoulder,
glanced
oreRent Philadelnhia carrison. Thrro the
the
loug lashes drooping over her
- vwa.wa.o,
white
and
red
1
and
silk,
on
and
then
mounted
llO
disappeared
the crowd
sir; knew your
CHAPTER III.
Is a risk, of course, but In this case colonel well. You'llsee,
eyes.
gray horses. From the other direction of revelers.
find America isn't
soma rim a 7"
it would seem to be small. He picked so bad, after you get used to it. We've
"Always the woman; what would
appeared their opponents, in black
I had not intended
emain in
The Pete and Mischianza.
up a paper from off the table. - "Here had a gay time here, eh, O'Hara? The
you do without my sex to bear your
and orange, riding black steeds, while Philadelphia through ti
JU1 1C1U,
I
Al
ght.
confess that up to this time I had to the center
d
is an omcer s roster or tne
mlsiakt
advanced the herald ready I had secured tt
best of liquor, and the prettiest of
,
.
a
little interest in the af- loudly
t a
Vm...
uu cuma
regiment. It might be well for girls, and now we'll show the town experienced
nota nave oeen at Valley
now
the
proclaiming
and
I
must
challenge.
sought,
fair.
After
It
was
hard
Valley
Forge
you to familiarise yourself with a few
w
c,
something It won't forget in a hurry." for an American soldier to admire knew not who they all were, but they safest and quickest met
uirat, UvVT - of the names."
He held out a card to me. "Rather such boys' play, or to enter into the made a gallant show, and I nverhaarit It seemed to me this n
"I was with the Marouis de la Pay,
I studied the list a moment, bending ornate, considering tie
a name spoken of soldiers met to revelry, afforded the
printers in spirit of British fun making. Besides many
In battle Lord Cathcart,
down closer to the nearest candle, these colonies;
Captain An-- I opportunity for ley safe
designed it myself."
the
of
the
my
fear
danger
position,
while rapidly reviewing in my own
"Ah, yes." his fac eloudin
t h
ire, Major Tarlton, Captain Scott. Ay! British guard lines. Tc
It was certainly a handsome souve of some flip of tongue
betraying me. and they fought well that
ITo Be Co)
day, tboae pline would be reeuirw
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SAVE THE PENNIES

LOCAL NEWS
Good paying business for sale
cheap. Health reason. P. O. Box 252.

And they will soon add up into
DOLLARS

THE

The ladles of the

M.

Take Care of the Pennies
We

C

A

Save you from 10 to 20

One
One
Six

Ml

TRIAL

ORDER

WILL CUNVINCE YOU.

THE CASH GROCER

Spanish Dance at Rosenthal
Wednesday nigh. April 24.

insurance circles are to come before
insurance
the convention of state
commissioners, which met at the Hotel LaSalle In this city today. A
standard accident and health policy
Is one of the most important mattert
to be discussed. The commissioners
will also give attention to the question of expense limitation of liability
companies and the question of re
serves on workmen's compensation
premiums.

hall

Mrs. Lena Martinez died this morning at her home on the west side of

the Santa. Fe tracks.

with bath, electric lights, prtas
N. B. RosfteiTy, Agen

I
ihmJ

Six

INSURANCE COMMISSION MEETS.
Chicago, IU., April 23. Questions
of more than ordinary importance to

.

IKE DA VIS

One

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

:

or more on nearly every
Dollar of Table N t cessities.

One
One

the B
at the ar

1912.

pay rent when yoj can buy
Owing to some trouble on the coast
a home cheat) and on easy payments.
lines, Santa Fe train No 10, due here
See N. B Rcseberry.
at 1 45 o'clock, will not arrive until
6:45 tonight. A stub watt run between
WOOL MARKET DULL
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
and La Junta, passing
Albuquerque
Boston,
In the wood.
April 23. The wool market
Direct from distillery
through here on time.
for the last week has been dull, with
to ron. At the Lobby, of course
sales mostly confined to miscellaneA special meeting of the Fraternal ous lots of domestic wool and some
Charles Greenolay, who has been
in
seriously ill for several days at his Brotherhood will be held tonight TJ. foreign cross beds. Prices are pracH.
of
hall.
the
Pythias
Knights
home on Seventh street, is reported
tically unchanged. Buvtfmg of new
Boyer, state manager of the order, grown wools In the west is somewhat
to be improving.
will address the meeting on the new heavier.
room
Por Sale Four
house on rates. Attendance of all of the memWith fche various textile strikes
Eighth street, best location iu city bers of the lodge is requested.
throughout the country mostly settled

M seed

Per

23,

Why

So that the Dollars can take care of you .

kn tl

APRIL

Good paying business for sale
cheap. Hearth reason. P. O. Box 252.

Q. I. A. of

of L. E. will elve a dance
mory, April 25.

TUESDAY,

(Cast

mills are opera! ng at better capacitr
Guido Rent's famous frieze entitled than for
many months. The good
"Aurora" was this morning presented market is firm and most of the mlllb
to the New Mexico Normal Unl ver- have advanced
prices for standard
bify by the class of 1911. The presen- goods from 5 to 10 cents a yard.
tation was made by Miss Aurora
Professor John C. Baker accepted the gift on behalf of the
Washington, April 23. A notable
school.
wedding of the week will take place
tomorrow evening, when Miss Amy
C. W. Barnes has resigned his poRichardson,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
sition in the employ of Erb and West-erma- Charles W. Richardson, will become
to enter the employ of the the bride of Wlliam Dwlght Chandler,
Santa Fe In rthe signal corps. Mr. Jr., ensign United States navy. Mr.
Barnes has also tendered his resigna- Chandler is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
tion as a member of the East Las Ve- Willam Dwlght Chandler of Concord,
He has been a N. H., and
gas fire department.
grandson of William E.
member of the volunteer fire depart- Chandler, former secretary of war.
ment for three years.

$18C0.

The Locomotive Firemen and Engi
neers' Magazine for April contains a
lengthy description of Albuquerque
and other portions of New Mexico.
May 20 to 24 the order will bold its
annual meeting In Albuquerque and.
the official publication is boosting
the convention with the Idea of bringing a large crowd to the Duke City

.

CHANDLER-RICHARDSO-

"HI-SPEE-

RHUBARB
10c Per Pound

larrM

The funeral of Dr. John John W
Cord erman who died yesterday morning at Saint Anthony's sanatorium,
occurred this morning from the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows, Rev.
Father Paul Gilberton officiating at the
services. Interment was in Mount
Calvary cemetery. Dave Conway, P.
J. Emenaker, W. F. Jacobs, C. Gardner, Wlliam Shillinglaw, and A. D.
Minium, friends of Dr. Corderman,
atced as pallbearers. J. C. Johnnsen
and Son had ehnrge of the funeral

Paul R. Prank, one of the players
in the
game Sunday, Is
laid up for a short I'me as the result
of an injury received during the con
test. Prank, while chasing a high fly,
stumbled into a plank, running a la.e
splinter in his left foot between two
of his toes, h was .'iuml necessary
to call a physician to extract the splin
ter and drees toe foot. He will lie
disabled for about two weeks. Mr.
Prak is employed in the grocery de
partment of the Charles Tlfuid company. He was a member of 'ne Cub
sen ad.
Cub-All-St- ar

TANGERINES
20 and 35c per

doz.

J. H. Stearns
oat

sv"

PURK

3,

THINGS TO EAT.

30

A

Ear-ickso-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

SPRING

HOUSE-CLEANIN-

G
,

Mccormick

1MPLEHENTS
Can be made much lighter
s
hy sending us your
Blankets , small
,
etc.
Rugs,
Lace-Curtain-

Full Line of

VEHICLE

HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

Our charges are reasonable

THE PLAZA

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

and service prompt.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Single Cotton.
"
Double

.15

Single Wool
Double "

.25

A

At the Home of Quality

25

.50

trial will convince you

La

Vegas Steam

Laundry
Just Received a Carload

of

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

m
-S-

oles 11

Sq.

Single

!

Heels 128
Military

We Will Give With Every Fifty Pound Sack
Bought This" Week a Useful Souvenir

Stock of dry goods of the Graaf Dry
Goods company will be offered for
sale on Thursday the 25th Inst, at 4
o'clock p. m. This stock inventories
about $13,000,
is la good condition and will be sold to the highest
bidder. Sealed bids will be received
by the undersigned at the office of
the San Miguel National Bank and
the inventory and stock may be examined on the premises at No. 517 Sixth
street at East Las Vegas, New Mexico
at any time before the order of the
sale and the undersigned will
he
pleased to have you Investigate this
and submit a bid.
Very respectfully,
D. T. HOSKINS.
(Signed)
Receiver.

JHte

JPP

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable

White Clover Seed
After tomorrow April 24th. our best White
Clover Seed, which has been 40c per lb. will be

Pric- e-

W

i$3

GREENBERGER.

Iplffjwf
psi'i

nil

II I 1

111!

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ELECTRIC

Lls

IRON-

-

Vegas Light & Power Co.

.lefferson Raynolds President

C
Hal'ett Reynolds Caster

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

Davis Vice President

J

T

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FRESH

EVERY

I

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Umdividsd Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

DAY

they are baked
(in a Sanitary Oven in a

Sanitary way)

White Breed
Cream Bread

Rye Breed

Cakes, Cookies, Pies.

BOUCHER

PERRY ONION & SON

"The Store of Satisfaction"

Phone Vctu 121

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BAKERY GOODS

Remember Tomorrow 40c Per lb.
507 Sixth Strrtt

M.

548

-7-

SANITARY

Finger Rolls
Parker House Rolls
Biscuit Rolls

45q per lb,

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

H

m

Stock No.

NEW LEAGUE IN TEXAS.

WhoIeWheat Bread

BETTER

1

Black Smooth Calf
Blucher Oxford

Marshall, Texas, April 23. Ths
newly organized South Central Baseball league, comprising six cities ot
Texas, started Its first champlonshlj
season today under favorable aus
pices. In the Initial games Texar
kana appeared at Longview, Cleburn
at. Tyler and Paris at Marshall. Tht
league will play the shortest sched
ule of any professional baseball op
ganlzatlon In the country, the season
lasting Just two months.

OUR

MOSES BEST FLOUR
NOME

1

1

0

SPECIFICATIONS

N

The new St. Anthony's sanatorium
Washington, April 23. Represents
on
will be open to receive patients
tive NorTis of Nebraska today Intro
and after
duced a resolution which would diMay 5 ,1812.
rect the president to transmit to the
Public reception at the Sanatorium
a copy of any charges mad
house
Sunday, May 5, from 1:30 ito 5 p. m.
Robert W. Archhald
The favor of your presence is re- against Judge
of the commerce court. The resoluquested.
tion referred to charges that Judgi
SISTERS CP CHARITY.
Archbald figured In recent negotia
tions with the Erie railroad, ovei
POSTAL BONDS OBTAINABLE
By applying on or before June 1, which he has Judicial supervision
referred to the
depositors of the postal banks may The resolution was
exchange the whole or part of their judiciary committee.
deposits for United States registered
or coupon bonds In denominations of
MINERS RESUME WORK.
$20, $100 and $500, hearing interest
Ohio,
April 23 Tea
Bridgeport,
from July 1 at the rate of two and thousand coal miners in easteri
one-half
per cent per year, payable Ohio resumed work
today after being
and redeemable at the
idle since April L Miners in Plun
pleasure of the United States after
and PIney Fork, when
one year from date of Issue, both prin- Run, Bradley
rules
pumpers and repair
permitting
cipal and interest payable 20 years ers to work
the outcome oi
pending
In
from that date
United States gold
were alleged to
conferences
scale
coin. This announcement, has been
It is said, today
reecived by Postmaster P. O. Blood. have been violated,
thu
Postal savings bonds are exempt from will be severely disciplined by
Mine
Workers.
United
all taxes or duties of the United States
as well as from taxation in any form
by or under state, municipal or local
Everybody reads The Optic.
authority. All applications for the
conversion of deposits into bonds
must be received prior to June 1, by
the postmaster at the depository office
where the certificates were issued.
Further information may be received
at the East Las Yegas postofflce.
NOTICE

PRICES ON BLANKETS ARE:

V

semi-annual-

WAGONS

YOUR

. V

.

different"

JUDGE ARCHIBALD ACCUSED.

Invitations have been received here
n
for the wedding of Oliver Bailey
of Fort Sumner and Miss Hel
en Mertls Tatum, which, will occur at
the home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Helen A. Tatum, in Glasgow, Mo., on
May 8. Mr. Earickson formerly resided in Las "Vegas and was in the
employ of Gross Kelly and company.
At present he Is head of Earickson and
company, general merchandise dealers in Port Sumner. He and his
bride will be at home in that city on
June 1.

30

DARING Shoe for Young Men.
that of tne
'Toe raised many degrees higher than
1
t
more conservative universal moaei.
Very short Vamp, high bwmg loe, nign
Arch and Heel, causing tne iooi to look
shorter, and smaller, than in other shoes.
A "Vanity" Style for Young
Men who delight in
wearing "something

--

Representative George Curry has introduced In the house a bill providing
for the appropriation of 5,000,000 acres
of public lands in New Mlexico, tie
proceeds from which are to be used
in building and maintaining
good
roads throughout the state. The bill
is identical with the measure recently
introduced in the senate by Senator
A. B. Pall. Messrs. Pal and Curry are
both vitally interested in the cause
of good roads for New Mexico.

Model

D"

In this Hoosier Cabinet the owner has put 321 articles at her Angers' ends.

Clean up your Kitchen
lit W Minutes

A woman washed and dried 32 dishes and put
everything
away, with the aid of her Hoosier Cabinet. A half mttlion
other women find their work equally easy. They save endless miles of steps.
4 dollar a week puts a Hoosier in your Kitchen.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents.

1

